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1. Summary
• The main results of the study illustrate the dynamic 

character of cultural vitality.

• The analysis was carried out taking into consideration 
data gathered between 2010 and 2015 for five 
categories of indicators from 46 cities which we 
consider the main poles of cultural development or with 
potential of cultural development, excepting Bucharest 
which was not included into analysis due to its peculiar 
character of the level of amenity and cultural services 
specific to the other cities regarding cultural vitality.

• We made a top of cultural vitality (according to the 
final index of vitality) for the period between 2010 and 
2015, focused on the first 15 cities and also we made 
separate hierarchies for every category of indices – 
cultural infrastructure and participation, the budget 
allocated to the cultural domain, specialized human 
resources and creative industries.

• From the 46 cities included in the analysis, first six 
positions on the vitality top made for the period 2010-
2015 include cities with a constant cultural vitality given 
by a certain stability of the constituent elements. We 
refer to cities such as Cluj-Napoca, Sibiu, Târgu Mureș 
and Miercurea Ciuc. A specific case is represented by 
Alba Iulia which has an increased vitality mainly due to 
the budgetary contribution for cultural domain.

• In the top of the cultural vitality there are new cities with 
a spectacular progress, there are cases when the rise in 
the top was realized due to a certain category of indices 
rather than a larger context characterized by strong 
elements of vitality. It is the case of such cities as Craiova, 
Satu Mare, Târgu Jiu, Bistrița and Sfântu Gheorghe.

• The hierarchies of the cities regarding categories of 
indices have a fluctuating character or a constant one 
according to the character of indices. For example the 
infrastructure cultural categories, specialized human 
resources and creative industries have more stable 
hierarchies at the level of a number of cities which 
manage to preserve these hierarchies for more years. 

• At the level of 46 cities included into analyses, Cluj-Napoca 
is on the first place as regards the category of cultural 
infrastructure and creative industries for the entire period 
2010-2015, Miercurea Ciuc is on the first place in terms of 
the dimension of human resources specialized in cultural 
field (for the entire period 2010-2015), Sibiu takes first 
place for cultural participation (2010-1013) and Târgu 
Jiu keeps second place for the category of  specialized 
human resources for the entire period 2010-2015.

• The cultural participation of the population and 
budgetary costs allocated for culture are categories 
of indices with fluctuating hierarchies. For example as 
regards the category of cultural participation the first 
place is occupied by Sibiu for the period 2010-2013, 
position which was obtained by Botoșani in 2014 and 
Cluj-Napoca in 2015.

• In the matter of constant or oscillatory evolution of 
indicators we must take into consideration a sequence 
of extrinsic factors (the apparition or disappearance 
of some elements as the infrastructure, the socio-
economic processes, structural or functional changes) 
which can have a direct or indirect influence on the 
local level of cultural vitality. 
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2. Why cultural vitality? Arguments

The context of the study. 
Arguments

In the last decade themes and subjects such as creative 
economy, creative cities and cultural vitality have become 
frequent items in cultural studies in discourses and strategies 
regarding urban development and economic development. It 
has passed near a decade since the first edition of the study The 
Cultural Vitality of Romania’s Towns and Cities made in 2007 by 
the Centre for Research and Consultancy in the Field of Culture 
(now The National Institute for Cultural Research and Training). 
The stake of such studies has a double target: it is addressed 
to policy makers at the level of cultural an urban policies (local 
administrations and institutions involved in urban planning and 
development strategies), showing the increasing contribution 
brought by the cultural and creative sectors to the quality of 
life, economic development and constituting a global brand 
for cities. On the other hand, these studies provide a blueprint 
for cities in terms of the vitality of culture which emphasizes 
the stronger or the weaker points of the cultural and creative 
urban landscape in terms of certain indicators, such as: cultural 
infrastructure, cultural events participation, budget expenditures 
allocated by local authorities for the cultural sector, specialized 
human resources and the existence of creative industries and of 
NGOs with cultural profile.

The context which caused that subjects related to cultural 
vitality, creative towns and creative economy to gain an 
increasing importance in cultural studies, but also in programs 
or projects concerned with urban development, is given by the 
transformations that have occurred in the last decade al the level 
of “the nature of cities and towns and communities function” 
remark, as Richard Florida1. A number of researchers such as 

1 Richard Florida, „Cities and the Creative Class”, in City & Community, 2:1, 2003, 
p. 16

Charles Landry (1995, 2000), Terry Clark and Richard Lloyd (2001), 
Glaeser, Kolko and Saiz (2001), Richard Florida (2002), Leonard 
Neuvarez (2003) began to study the city on a different approach 
centered on the new functions of the city, the city’s ability to 
provide facilities and to create a certain style of life. It has gone to 
see the city as the “space for industrial production and economic 
activities which are carried out during the day”2 to the city seen 
as “consumer space, entertainment, a town of facilities both for 
people and for businesses, a town of experiences”3. 

The transformation at the level of functions of cities and 
towns Richard Florida referred to are the transition from an 
economy based on physical work, large organizations and 
industries to a knowledge economy based on human creativity 
and intellectual work4. Florida also states that in new types of 
cities (the cities based on creative economy) social capital no 
longer has a function and a so important role as until this decade, 
appearing instead the attention for the role of the human capital 
and consumption5 in operation of cities and towns.

Although the approach in accordance with, in the new towns 
central place has creative new emergent class, launched from 
Florida, was quickly overtaken and outside the American society 
(e.g. in Europe), there are a number of criticisms of this theory. 

Most criticism is aimed at the lack of reflexibility of Florida’s 
approach which is typical in the American society, thus presenting 
a theory that fits the context of the economic, social and cultural, 
and especially the nature of American capitalism. Critics of 
the theory stresses a need for contextualizing this approach 
in relation to other societies, except for the American society, 
who have a different political environment, social, cultural and 
economic (Peck 2005 2006, Stam, Asheim, Jong and Marlet, 2008).  
2 Richard Florida, „Cities and the Creative Class”, p. 15 

3 Richard Florida, „Cities and the Creative Class”, p. 16

4 Richard Florida, „Cities and the Creative Class”, p. 16

5 Richard Florida, „Cities and the Creative Class”, p. 4
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Bjorn Asheim emphasize in this sense some significant differences 
between the American and European society in the implementation 
of the urban development model and economic introduced 
by Florida in The Rise of the Creative Class. And How It’s 
Transforming Work, Leisure and Everyday Life (2002). For 
example, a difference pointed by the critics is that in American 
States there are a larger number of cities in which the creative 
class can move, thus having a greater mobility. Another 
difference is represented by the competition between cities in 
the U.S., which is a more intense than that of Europe, and the 
labor market is larger, operates in a common language and has 
a historic tradition regarding institutional framework.6

Another difference between American and European societies 
raised by criticism towards Florida’s approach is that concerning 
the role of social capital. If Florida argues that an increased 
social capital does not lead to the promotion of an innovative 
economy and that it has a stifling effect on the creativity and 
innovation, Ashem shows that, in the case of the northern 
European countries, social capital can be a powerful incentive 
for economic growth and development of innovation.7

Among the criticisms of Florida’s theory, Pratt (2008) believes 
that this theory is not as we wished to be, about cultural 
production and creative industries, but is centered on the 
consumption and marketing of the area.8

Criticism concerning focusing on marketing of the place 
has also been lifted by other authors, such as Stam, Jong and 
Marlet (2008), who realized a survey on the level of Netherlands 
in order to track whether it applies in the case of the central 
role of creativity in the development of the economy and they 
have come to the conclusion that there are differences between 
companies in the creative industries in rural areas and urban 
areas and that in the case of Netherlands, with the exception of 

6 Bjorn Asheim, „Introduction to the Creative Class in European City Regions”, in 
Economic Geography, vol. 85 (4), 2009, p. 356

7 Idem, p. 358

8 Pratt 2008, apud Vorley, T.R., Mould, O.M. și Lawton Smith, H. „Introduction to 
Geographical economies of creativity, enterprise and the creative industries”, 
în Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human Geography, 90 (2), 2008, p. 102

the metropolis Amsterdam, concentration of creative industries 
is less significant as a determinant of economic growth.9

The conclusion of these criticisms can be summed up in 
the need for contextualizing to the specific political, economic, 
social, and cultural of Florida’s theory when it is applied in other 
societies than American. Also, as other authors suggest, Vorley, 
T.R., Mould, O.M. and Lawton Smith, H. (2008), it is desirable 
that the ideas of the American author’s approach to be taken 
with moderation and transformed not into a single public policy 
which may be less effective in stimulating creative industries 
and cultural vitality at the level of an area or a city, but rather 
to transpose it into a series of policies which can respond to the 
specific requirements of the domain in question.10

If some research such as that of Florida11 regard the 
cultural vitality from the perspective  of changes at the level 
of occupations in the economic system (the emergence of 
the creative class) and its linkage with the new type of cities 
(Florida’s theory lay in the center of urban and economic 
development the creative class and the attractiveness of that 
space with certain characteristics for this professional group), 
other researchers interested in the cultural vitality emphasized 
the role of culture in economic and urban development. 

In recent urban landscape, culture becomes a field with 
multiple meanings that must be acknowledged and capitalized 
by the policy makers or local authorities and introduced in the 
urban development projects. Connecting culture with urban 
development, some studies (Hawkes, J., 2001, Stanborough, 
2011) indicate the necessity to acknowledge culture as one 
of the four pillars of development along with economic, 
environmental and social factors. In this sense, the quoted 

9 Stam, de Jong și Marlet, 2008, apud Vorley, T.R., Mould, O.M.  and Lawton Smith, 
H. „Introduction to Geographical economies of creativity, enterprise and the 
creative industries”, in Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human Geography, 90 
(2), 2008, p. 102

10 Vorley, T.R., Mould, O.M. and Lawton Smith, H. „Introduction to Geographical 
economies of creativity, enterprise and the creative industries”, in Geografiska 
Annaler: Series B, Human Geography, 90 (2), 2008, p. 103

11 Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class. And How It’s Transforming 
Work, Leisure and Everyday Life
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authors emphasize the need for the integration of culture in the 
strategies of governments and local authorities, and in urban 
planning.12 With regard to these aspects, since the last edition 
of the study, we mention that “arguments that emphasize the 
role of the cultural vitality of a city are addressed to both the 
administration and those involved in urban planning”13, the stake  
being  “understanding of the authorities to the fact that the 
organization of cultural events should not be regarded merely as 
a social obligation, as a factor of cohesion of communities that 
have voted or as a form of maintaining some symbolic landmarks 
(heritage, local patriotism, etc.), but also give rise to profitable 
economic activities that bring generous funds from the public 
purse and contributes consistently to human development “14.

More than to remain a point of discussion in the institutions 
of central and local administration agenda or an objective 
of development strategies, the importance and the role of 
cultural vitality began to be noted in particular in economic and 
professional activities. Charles Landry, author of The Creative 
City: A Toolkit for Urban Innovators (1995) is, along with 
Richard Florida, among the first specialists who introduced and 
developed the term creative city. Concerned about the potential 
of creative cities and the role of creativity in the development of 
cities since the 1980s, Landry speaks in his famous paper on the 
changes that have produced in the last 20 years at the level of 
the economic aspect of cities and of the structural and functional 
characteristics of the new type of cities. He points out that “in the 
industrial era, there is a need for separation of heavy industry, 
from the place of work, home and leisure”, while new emerging 
industries, based on knowledge, requires “an urban context 
which provides space, opening and social interchanges”15.

According to Landry, urban creativity is something difficult to 
obtain whereas involves bringing together and successful working 

12 Maria Stanborough, „The Link Between: Culture and Sustainability in Municipal 
Planning” in Culture and Local Governance / Culture et gouvernance locale, 
vol. 3, No.1-2, 2011, p. 97

13 The National Institute for Cultural Research and Training, Cultural Vitality of 
Romania’s Towns and Cities , 2010, p. 3

14 Idem, p. 3

15 Charles Landry, The Creative City: A Toolkit for Urban Innovators. Second Edition, p. 35

with factors of different natures, “agents and interest groups with 
different backgrounds, aspirations, potentials and cultures.”16. 
So, for a town to be truly creative must have not only the rich 
cultural infrastructure, training facilities, financial support from 
cultural authorities and a stimulating creative environment, but 
also the harmonious cooperation between these elements and 
groups interested in the creative process.

Landry argues that there are at least seven categories of 
factors for a town to be truly creative. These factors have either 
a concrete nature, such as institutions of cultural or special 
educational profile, be a less tangible character, such as lifestyle or 
values system.17 The seven categories called by Landry as factors 
of urban creativity are: personal qualities of the inhabitants, the 
will and leadership, human diversity and access to diverse talents, 
organizational culture, local identity, urban spaces and facilities 
and the dynamic of networks between people.18

Being a promoter and an advocate of the role of the creative 
and cultural local potential in the comunitary and economic 
development of cities and towns, Landry transferred these issues 
from the field of academic discourse into concrete services. 
He implemented these approaches regarding stimulation and 
capitalizing elements of creative vitality in professional practice, 
through consultancy services awarded worldwide governments 
and big companies, focusing their activities on developing 
methods of regeneration through cultural activities.19 For 
example, Adelaide, capital of South Australia State, appealed 
to Charles Landry20 in the process of elaboration of the strategy 
for the development and promotion of this state.

16 Ibid., p. 35

17 Charles Landry, The Creative City: A Toolkit for Urban Innovators. Second 
Edition, p. 106

18 Ibid., p.106

19 Maria Stanborough, „The Link Between: Culture and Sustainability in Municipal 
Planning” in Culture and Local Governance / Culture et gouvernance locale, 
vol. 3, No.1-2, 2011, p. 96

20 Charles Landry, Rethinking Adelaide: capturing imagination / prepared by 
Charles Landry, Adelaide Thinker in Residence. Adelaide: Department of the 
Premier and Cabinet, 2003
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The Importance of the study
In the context in which many cities are trying various 

strategies and implements certain programs (e.g., European 
Capital of Culture-ECOC) to increase local notoriety, the study 
of cultural vitality is a useful tool for the preparation and 
implementation of such approaches. Investigating cultural 
vitality is all the more imperative as a city with notoriety can 
be influenced by a number of factors that can produce a screen 
that maintain unknown the cultural potential of that town. For 
example, the city of Kelowna, appointed in 2004 cultural capital 
of Canada, although it has a high cultural vitality because of  
its  rich cultural infrastructure (the library, the cultural center of 
the arts, art gallery, four museums), is not known for its cultural 
landscape due to three factors. In the study “The Link Between: 
Culture and Sustainability in Municipal Planning” (2011), Maria 
Stanborough shows that the city of Kelowna is the best known 
and most visited by tourists for its natural scenery (tourism 
recreation purposes), the town has an aging population, making 
it not to be an attractive space for companies from the creative 
industries that do at the same time that there is a certain type 
of public cultural consumption and, thirdly, the population is 
predominantly white (ethnic minorities are in small percentage), 
which denotes a lack of multiculturalism21, and this aspect 
represents a weak point for a city related to a society with an 
increased ethnic diversity, as is the case of American States. This 
is a situation that illustrates how a city with cultural resources 
and cultural potential, but deprived of a study of vitality or an 
implementation of policies for the development of the cultural 
sector, it remains overshadowed by other factors (socio-
demographic characteristics of the population, environmental 
characteristics and tourism etc.).

21 Maria Stanborough, „The Link Between: Culture and Sustainability in Municipal 
Planning” in Culture and Local Governance / Culture et gouvernance locale, 
vol. 3, no. 1-2, 2011, p. 96

In the report published by PricewaterhouseCoopers entitled 
“Cities of the Future-Global Competition, Local Leadership”22, 
is emphasized the change process that is beginning to be seen 
both in the way cities build their cultural offer for residents 
and visitors, and the focus increasingly more on stimulating 
creativity: 

“Cities today seek to create their own unique identity and 
to build and develop the experiences that they offer to 
visitors and residents alike. Cultural and leisure facilities 
go beyond art galleries, opera houses or museums. 
Today’s cities make a virtue of their atmosphere, their 
heritage and nightlife. But more than this, they develop 
an intangible quality of creativity and innovation. Cities 
as diverse as Vancouver in Canada, Reykjavik in Iceland 
and Barcelona in Spain are reaping the benefits of the 
strategies they have put in place to attract dynamic and 
creative individuals and businesses.”23

As we pointed out above, another subject that emphasizes 
cultural vitality and its ability to produce urban development is 
the contribution which the culture has in economic development. 
Although there is still a widespread image of culture as an 
economic opposite, it has a high potential to bring economic 
development and contribute to the quality of life. Realizing 
this stake, current strategies are beginning to articulate 
these benefits and to include their cultural stimulation in their 
objectives. To include culture in the economic development 
of a community or a municipality there are several methods 
or approaches. David J. Murray, from the American Planning 
Association, identifies three types of approaches to include the 
economic development through culture:24 

22 PricewaterhouseCoopers, Cities of the Future – Global Competition, Local 
Leadership. 2005

23 PricewaterhouseCoopers, Cities of the Future – Global Competition, Local 
Leadership. 2005, p. 52

24 David J. Murray, „Economic Vitality. How the arts and culture sector catalyze 
economic vitality”, in Arts and Culture Briefing Papers 05, American Planning 
Association, 2011
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1. Central facilities approach - oriented towards the 
development of an area, a cultural center, an incubator space 
or a creative sector.

2. Addressing the people/human resources approach - 
including the development of professionals in the arts field 
by creating dedicated workspaces or living spaces, support 
centers for the arts, the creation of cooperatives and marketing 
opportunities or exposing the works of art to the market.

3. Program oriented approach - focused on a particular 
aspect of a community, such as the development of a program 
dedicated to the arts, to promote health education through a 
local arts festival, through exhibitions, performances or plays 
with the theme regarding public health or displaying artwork 
in the shopfront to attract passers-by.25

Putting the three approaches within cultural or urban 
development strategies, they should be reflected in measures 
intended to generate creative clusters and incubators, to 
promote and support art projects on a permanent or temporary 
basis, community development and revitalization through 
creative activities and cultural policy, as described in the table.

Table 1. Creative strategies for improving the economic vitality26

Strategy Description
Promotion 
of cultural 

facilities

The promotion of cultural facilities in order to attract 
economic investment and experts.

Developement
The promotion of community development through 
creative or artistic cultural policies.

Revitalization
The promotion of community revitalization of districts 
through creative measures and strategies that emphasize 
the role of creativity.

25 David J. Murray, „Economic Vitality. How the arts and culture sector catalyze 
economic vitality”, in Arts and Culture Briefing Papers 05, American Planning 
Association, 2011

26 Ibid.

Strategy Description
Economic / 

professional 
clusters

The creation of economic or professional clusters based 
on the creative entrepreneurship, including connecting 
this kind of entrepreneurship with non-cultural business.

Education
The assurance of trainings, professional development or 
other activities for entrepreneurs in the cultural, creative 
or artistic field.

Creative 
incubators

The establishment of incubators for entrepreneurship in 
the field of creative or creating specific spaces with low 
costs and services to support professionals in the cultural, 
creative and art fields.

Branding 

The development of visual elements that convey the 
personality of the community; the use of a logo and of 
graphic design for advertising, marketing and promotion 
of a community.

Projects 
of specific 

communities 
for artists

Creating artistic, cultural, historical, or heritage areas. The 
ensuring of the economic support or legislative/regulatory 
framework for specific living and working spaces 
dedicated to artists.

Special places 
for public 

meeting and 
specific places 

for artists

The ensuring of the public, private, economic or 
regulatory framework support for markets, bazaars, 
community centers, public markets, parks and 
educational facilities of various kinds.

Events
The use of local festivals or celebrations to highlight the 
resources and facilities of a community.

Urban 
revitalization

The implementation of policies for the re-use of existing 
spaces that are no longer in operation, into a new cultural 
purpose and for the artists.

Public art
The support of projects with temporary or permanent 
character for public art.

Summarizing, the study of cultural vitality is important in the 
operation and local development and consists in advantages 
such as:

 ¾ Emphasises the role of culture and creativity as an 
integral part in the community’s long-term sustainability.

 ¾ Provides for policymakers a useful instrument in 
formulating cultural policies that encourage the support 
of activities and cultural actors.

creo
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 ¾ It is a useful tool for other interest groups such as eco-
nomists, cultural entrepreneurs, cultural managers, 
companies in the cultural and creative industries, 
non-governmental (NGOs) and private sector actors.

 ¾ Achieves a top of cities and towns from the perspective 
of cultural vitality, identifying strengths, weaknesses, 
and how they can be remedied.

 ¾ Provides the necessary arguments for stimulation and 
enhancement of the cultural and creative potential 
of cities

Dimensions of cultural vitality
The main indicators that comprise the cultural vitality 

can be grouped as in the chart below (see Figure 1). A first 
category of indicators refers to the cultural infrastructure of 
the city (the actual number of public cultural institutions, such 

as: halls, cinemas, museums, libraries, opera and operetta 
houses). Another category of indicators is represented by the 
participation of the population (the consumption of resources 
and cultural services). Another indicator of cultural vitality is the 
financial support of the local authorities for cultural activities. In 
the context in which much of the cultural life of a city depends 
on budgetary allocation for culture, this indicator has a high 
importance. The third category of indicators refers to the actual 
number of active cultural NGOs, and the presence of creative 
industries at the city level. We put both indicators in a group, the 
non-profit sector and private sector group that brings a new kind 
of cultural participation, cultural services, as well as formation 
of some types of cultural consumption. A fourth category of 
indicators that make up the dimensions of cultural vitality refers 
to local opportunities offered regarding the training of human 
resources specialized in cultural and artistic fields, referring here 
to the actual number of specialised education units (with cultural/
arts profile and the number of students and their teachers). 

Figure 1. Dimensions of cultural vitality
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3. The methodology of the study and data collection
The study on the cultural vitality of cities and towns in 

Romania comes to its fourth edition. As a result of the fact that 
the previous edition was done in 2010 and presented the data at 
the level of 2009, this year’s study includes analyses at the level 
of the 46 cities for the period 2010-2015. As in previous editions, 
in conducting the research we took and adapted, for the analysis 
of cities and towns in Romania, the methodological model used 
by the folks at Urban Institute in Washington in the study Cultural 
Vitality in Communities: Interpretation and Indicators (2006). 

Regarding the sample used in the analysis, we kept the same 
46 cities for which we have calculated the index of cultural 
vitality in the edition published in 2010. The 46 cities represent 
the County and the cities of residences with a population over 
50,000 inhabitants that we considered the “main poles of human 
development from Romania, where opportunities for cultural 
activities and creative economy are best represented”27. As in past 
editions of the study, we excluded Bucharest from the analysis, 
because the facilities, cultural and creative resources, and also 
the size of the city (also in number of inhabitants) lead to a special 
case of cultural vitality compared to the rest of the towns in the 
analysis. With these strengths, which place the city of Bucharest 
at a great distance from the rest of the cities and towns, including 
the capital would be “distorted” the analysis on cities.

The 46 cities included in the analysis are:

Cities included in the analysis
 1. Sibiu  13. Oradea  24. Piatra Neamț  36. Mediaș

 2. Cluj-Napoca  14. Râmnicu Vâlcea  25. Giurgiu
 37. Drobeta 
Turnu-Severin

 3. Târgoviște  15. Botoșani  26. Hunedoara  38. Zalău

 4. Constanța  16. Bacău  27. Turda  39. Buzău

The National Institute for Cultural Research and Training, Cultural Vitality of  
Romania’s Towns and Cities, 2010, p. 4.

Cities included in the analysis

 5. Galați  17. Alba-Iulia  28. Brăila  40. Onești

 6. Brașov  18. Baia Mare  29. Slobozia 42. Bistrița

 7. Craiova  19. Miercurea Ciuc  30. Sfântu Gheorghe 43. Vaslui

 8. Târgu Mureș  20. Arad 31. Călărași  44. Slatina

 9. Pitești 21. Satu Mare  32. Reșița  45. Deva

10. Timișoara 22. Suceava  33. Alexandria 46. Roman

11. Iași 22. Suceava  34. Târgu Jiu

12. Ploiești 23. Bârlad  35. Tulcea

Making of the cultural vitality index is a complex process that 
requires a certain effort of time dedicated in particular to identify 
indicators (which by their quality and quantity to render the best 
level of cultural vitality of a city), but also in the identification 
of sources for data collection, comprising indicators, adding the 
time devoted to collecting the data. The result of this process 
was, on one hand, including some new indicators, but on the 
other hand it also meant giving up on some of the indicators. 
In the current edition of the study we kept five of the six major 
categories of indicators used in the 2010 edition. 

Categories of indicators that make up the dimensions of 
cultural vitality in our analysis are:

1. Cultural infrastructure 

2. Cultural participation 

3. Budget/ Expenditures for cultural activities 

4. Specialized human resources 

5. Creative industries 

The category of indicators we have to give up is the one 
relating to cultural NGOs, whereas we have not identified an 
up-to-date and exhaustive source for the indicators to track 
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(number of employees, the budget of the organization and the 
number of volunteers) and which at the same time to capture 
these data for the period 2010-2015 for the cultural active NGOs 
in the 46 cities included in the analysis.

Another case that occured at the stage of identifying indicators 
and collecting sources came amid the dynamic character of the 
cultural sector, structurally or functionally. A period of six years 
as the one we cover through the analysis from this study may 
also prove to be challenging. Over the analysed years, there have 
been changes in the concrete level of the tracked dimensions. 
These changes are reflected within the categories of indicators, 
where, as mentioned above, on the one hand we have added 
new indicators, and on the other hand we had to give up others. 
Also, compared to the last edition we improved CAEN list that 
makes up the creative industries sector. We chose CAEN as 
comprehensive for both fields regarded as cultural and creative 
industries, and for their support industries. We’ve targeted in 
CAEN choice by taking into account the standards for defining 
cultural activities from the Essnet-Culture Report.28

Regarding new indicators included in the analysis, during 
the documentation, collection and verification of the indicators 
obtained, we realized, for example, that it would be appropriate 
to introduce in the category of cultural infrastructure the 
indicator number of cultural centres, namely the number of jobs 
in the cultural centers. Adding these indicators comes as a result 
of the changes occured in the level of cultural infrastructure 
amid budgetary reorganization of public institutions in 2010. In 
that reorganization process, a number of institutions have been 
merged/ reorganized in such institutions (cultural centers). A 
concrete example of this is the case of Tulcea city; According 
to the website of Tulcea County Council, the process of change 
was the following: 

„In February 2010, the Jean Bart Theatre was merged with 
three other institutions of culture: the Artistic Ensemble 
Delta’s Ballads, Popular School of Arts and Crafts and 

28 ESSnet-Culture Final Report, 2012, pp. 64-67

the Center of the County for Promotion and Conservation 
of the Traditional Culture, following the reorganisation 
programme of budgetary institutions. Thus arises Tulcea 
Cultural Centre Jean Bart, a public institution, funded by 
the Council of the County of Tulcea.”29 

Another reason why we introduced this indicator is the very 
modest cultural infrastructure in the smaller towns included in 
the analysis. The introduction of such an indicator favors cities 
with such a situation at which we did not have more than one 
indicator for cultural infrastructure. 

Although we wanted a comparison between the results of 
this edition and the previous one, this is the least attainable 
in condition of variations of the categories of indicators. Thus, 
on one hand indicators were included under the category of 
cultural infrastructure, cultural participation or specialized human 
resources. We also expanded the list of CAEN codes that you we 
considered to obtain the indicators pertaining to the category 
of creative industries. On the other hand, the comparison of the 
results achieved this year30 with those in the previous year must 
be regarded in the light of the abandonment of an entire category 
of indicators (the case of cultural NGOs, for which we have not 
found an exhaustive source to provide us the necessary data). 

Regarding the method of studying the topic of cultural 
vitality of cities, although the cultural/creative vitality is a 
common theme of a series of studies from different countries, 
the methods of analysis used are different: some studies use 
exclusively quantitative indicators, while other studies are 
using a combined analysis of quantitative indicators with 
qualitative data. An example of this is the study of The Vitality 
Index™ Ranking of 35 U.S. Cities, developed by Creative Cities 
International, LLC. The research that underlies the American 
29 Information taken from https://www.cjtulcea.ro/sites/cjtulcea/Executiv/Pages/

ViewInstitutii1.aspx?Id_Lista=1

30 The previous edition of the study presented the top 15 cities based on the final 
index of cultural vitality. We wanted the resumption of such top by averaging 
the cultural vitality indices for the period 2010-2015. The top is presented in 
Chapter 4.
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study included both the analysis of quantitative factors such 
as trends, costs, public services and creative infrastructure for 
the city, and the analysis of qualitative factors31. Qualitative 
invoice data has been collected through qualitative demographic 
studies, online surveys with citizens and questionnaires applied 
to representatives of the local authorities regarding their opinion 
on the cultural attractions of the cities and towns, the city’s night 
life, educational opportunities, and opinions about the overall 
dynamism of the creative domain in that city. The objective of this 
index type study was to analyze and present the cultural resources 
and facilities and those leisure addressed in every city and what 
is distinctive and attractive to each city included in the analysis.32

Measuring cultural vitality depends on the objectives of the 
studies addressing this trait of cities. Some of these studies 
may have strictly academic or sociological objectives, while 
others focus on measuring cultural vitality from an economic 
perspective. Such studies are those undertaken by departments 
and associations of urban planning and focus on the analysis of 
indicators regarding the support and the measures implemented 
by local authorities in community development through culture, 
along with the other four major areas: economic, environmental 
and social, looking at cultural vitality through the role that it has 
in urban planning as an instrument of community sustainability 
in the long term.

The present research aims to analyse the cultural vitality 
of a number of 46 cities nationwide. Also, the study aims at 
presenting some profiles of cities included in the analysis (the 
top 15 cities with the strongest indicators of vitality during the 
period under review) and touching issues such as:

 ¾ highlighting opportunities for access to cultural goods 
and services (cultural infrastructure);  

31 Creative Cities International, LLC, The Vitality IndexTM Ranking of 35 U.S. Cities. 
Executive Report, p.2

32 Ibid.

 ¾ opportunities for specialization of human resources in 
the artistic and cultural fields; 

 ¾ the degree of cultural participation of the population;  

 ¾ the degree of development of the creative sector 
(companies in cultural and creative industries); 

 ¾ recommendations for the analyzed cities.

The method of calculating indices 
of vitality

The degree of cultural vitality (cultural vitality index) of each 
of the 46 cities included in the analysis was calculated for each 
of the six years between 2010-2015, as the average values of 
the five categories of indicators: (1) index of infrastructure for 
cultural activities , (2) index of cultural participation, (3) the 
index for the budgetary expenditures for cultural activities, (4) 
the index of the human resources trained in the Arts/cultural 
field and (5) the index of creative industries. The five categories 
comprise a total of 38 indicators. 

Each category of indicators produced an index of vitality, 
calculated after the following steps:

(1) Index of infrastructure for cultural activities was calculated 
as the average of the standardized values regarding to equipping 
those towns with cultural institutions (libraries, museums, movie 
theatre, seats in movie theatre, dramatic theatres, seats in 
dramatic theatre, musical theatres, seats in musical theatres, the 
puppet theatre, seats in puppet theatre, Opera, seats in Opera, 
the Philharmonic, seats in Philharmonics,  artistic ensembles, 
popular orchestras, cultural centers and seats in cultural centers), 
relative to the number of inhabitants of the city. Consequently, 
each of the absolute values of the sub-indices (e.g.: number of 
museums) has been relativized by the number of inhabitants 
(e.g.: number of museums to 100,000 inhabitants of the city) and, 
then, it was calculated the corresponding standardized value.
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(2) The index of cultural participation was calculated as the 
average of the standardized values of the number of visitors 
or spectators, of cultural institutions, relative to the number 
of inhabitants of the city. Consequently, each of the absolute 
values of the sub-indices (e.g.: total number of visitors to 
museums) has been relativized by the number of inhabitants 
(e.g.: number of visitors relative to 100 inhabitants from the 
total population) and then it was calculated the corresponding 
standardized value.

(3) The index for the budgetary expenditures for cultural 
activities was calculated as the average of standardized values 
concerning (a) the proportion spent for cultural activities from 
the local authority’s total budget for the year concerned, and 
(b) the total expenditure on culture relative to the number of 
inhabitants of the city.

(4) The index of human trained in the cultural field was 
calculated as an average of standardized values regarding the 
number of participants and teaching staff engaged in the activities 
of the cultural institutions (high schools and art schools, popular 
schools of art, universities of the arts), relative to the total number 
of inhabitants of the city. Consequently, each of the absolute values 
of the sub-indices (e.g.: number of students enrolled in schools 
and high schools of art) has been relativized by the number of 
inhabitants (e.g.: number of students enrolled in schools and high 
schools of art relative to 100 inhabitants of the total population).

(5) The index of creative industries was calculated as the 
average of standardized values concerning (a) the total profit 
of the actors in the field of creative industries, (b) the total 
turnover and (c) the number of their employees, relative to the 
total number of inhabitants of the city.

Furthermore, standardization of the values was accomplished 
through the following steps:

(1) Data collection concerning the absolute values of a sub-
indices (i.e. number of theaters).

(2) Calculating a value relative to a certain number of total 

residents (e.g.: number of theatres to 100,000 inhabitants out 
of their total).

(3) Substracting relative values average of each of the 
relative values obtained under step (2). 

(4) Dividing each result obtained in step (3) to the standard 
deviation of the relative values. 

Summing up all the steps in a formula, for x = the relative 
value of a sub-indices (see step 2), the standard value of x will be: 
(x – relative values mean)/standard deviation of relative values.

 Data sources
Depending to the nature of the data that composed the 

indicators on which we conducted the analysis and we obtained 
the cultural vitality indices, we used multiple sources 

 ¾ Specialized human resources – the number of students 
enrolled in schools and high schools of arts, the number 
of teaching staff in schools and colleges of art, the 
number of trainees enrolled in popular schools of art 
and crafts, and the number of specialized staff from 
popular schools of art.These indicators were collected 
through official letters sent to all high schools/ schools 
of art in the cities included in the analysis, and through 
official letters sent to popular schools of arts and crafts. 

 ¾ Budget expenditure on culture - in the case of this category 
of indicators we also collected data through official letters 
sent to the mayors of the 46 municipalities included in the 
analysis, through which we have requested both the local 
total budget from the local public administration and the 
related appropriations for culture, budget subsections, 
namely amounts earmarked (allocations) for cultural 
services and recreational services for youth (*only if the 
budgeted activities were cultural; e.g.: theatre festivals 
painting, music, exhibitions, street art, literary events etc.).
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 ¾ For data on cultural infrastructure and cultural 
participation we have collected a part of the required 
indicators from the TEMPO online database of The 
National Institute of Statistics (NIS), while another 
part we obtained from publicly unavailable databases 
of NIS. For the indicators relating to the number of 
cinemas, the number of seats in theaters and the 
number of viewers in cinemas we obtained data from 
the National Center of Cinematography.

 ¾ For creative industries category we used centralized 
data at national level by the Borg Design company and 
included in the Companies List CD.

As previously mentioned, in the analysis we used five broad 
categories of indicators for measuring the degree of cultural 
vitality of cities. In the next chapter we will introduce each of 
these categories.
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4. Dimensions of cultural vitality. Types of indicators

Cultural infrastructure
This category is the most extensive, covering a number of 18 

indicators. The 18 indicators reflect the degree of development of 
the network of classical cultural resources which make up the public 
local cultural infrastructure, referring here to the public cultural 
institutions such as libraries, museums, performance institutions 
(opera theater), artistic ensembles and orchestras, museums and 
cultural centers. Add the number of cinemas (these being rather 
a type of resource that is no longer part of the classical cultural 
infrastructure, because of the emergence of movie theatres inside 
the shopping centers/ malls). The indicators of this category are 
divided between the ones expressing the existence of cultural 
resources (number of units) and their ability to provide public 
access to their services (the number of seats in these units).

In addition to expressing the degree of endowment of cities 
with cultural resources, this category of indicators reflects the 
potential of cities to develop themselves as cultural poles, based 
on which they can be worth of interest for residents and tourists, 
contributing to a large extent to the achievement of a local identity 
based on cultural resources. The level of equipment for the cultural 
infrastructure of a city can be seen as an opportunity to harness 
these resources to apply for the candidacy for European Capital 
of Culture, a one year program that gives the cities the means for 
developing their cultural profile, for boosting their notoriety and for 
developing the local economy through artistic and cultural activities.

The 18 indicators that make up the present category are:

1. Libraries (number of libraries per 10,000 inhabitants) 

2. Cinema (number of movie theaters to 10,000 inhabitants) 

3. Cinema (number of seats in movie theaters per 1,000 
inhabitants) 

4. Museums (number of museums per 100,000 inhabitants) 

5. Opera (number of Opera institutions per 100,000 inhabitants) 

6. Opera (number of seats in the institutions of the opera per 
1,000 inhabitants) 

7. Philharmonic (number of Philharmonic institutions per 
100,000 inhabitants) 

8. Philharmonic (number of seats in the institutions of the 
Philharmonic at 1,000 inhabitants) 

9. Dramatic theatres (number of theaters per 100,000 inhabitants) 

10. Dramatic theatres (number of seats in the theaters per 
1,000 inhabitants) 

11. Musical theatres (musical theatres per 100,000 
inhabitants) 

12. Musical theatres (number of seats in musical theatres per 
1,000 inhabitants) 

13. Puppet theaters/ animation (number of puppet theaters 
per 100,000 inhabitants)

14. Puppet Theaters/ animation (number of seats in puppet 
theaters per 1,000 inhabitants) 

15. Artistic ensembles (number of artistic ensembles per 
100,000 inhabitants) 

16. Popular orchestras (number of popular orchestras per 
100,000 inhabitants) 

17. Cultural centers (number of cultural centers per 100,000 
inhabitants) 

18. Cultural centers (number of jobs in the cultural centers 
per 1,000 inhabitants)
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Specialized human resources
Measuring this type of indicator provides the ability to track 

the capacity of a town (through the existence of specific services 
to educational and vocational training) to form specialized 
human resources in the cultural and artistic field. An increasing 
number of specialized human resources in the artistic and cultural 
field can lead to stimulating an increased competition between 
the companies in the cultural and creative field to develop offices 
and activities in a certain city. Such a concentration of personnel 
and companies may produce rising living standards and can 
boost the local community’s capacity to attract economic activity 
and to create an environment where innovation can flourish.33

Within this category of indicators, we have collected data for 
secondary fine arts profile schools, colleges of arts, universities 
of cultural profile, and of popular schools of arts (and crafts) 
under the subordination of the County Councils. Intended 
indicators relate to:

1.Students enrolled in universities of art/ cultural profile 
(number of students per 1,000 inhabitants) 

2.Teaching staff from the universities of art/ cultural profile 
(number of teachers per 1,000 inhabitants) 

3.Students enrolled in secondary schools/ high schools with 
the artistic profile (number of students per 1,000 inhabitants) 

4.Teaching staff from schools/ high schools with the artistic 
profile (number of teachers per 1,000 inhabitants) 

5.Trainees enrolled in folk art schools/ schools of arts and 
crafts (number of students per 1,000 inhabitants) 

6.Teaching staff/ specialized folk art schools/ schools of arts 
and crafts (the number of teachers  per 1,000 inhabitants)

Budgetary expenses allocated to 
culture
33 David J. Murray,„Economic Vitality. How the arts and culture sector catalyze 

economic vitality”, in Arts and Culture Briefing Papers 05, American Planning 
Association, 2011

This category of indicators aims at identifying the financial 
support granted by the local authorities to the cultural field of 
the city. As mentioned in the previous edition of the survey, the 
budgets allocated by the local authorities to the institutions of 
culture are the main way of financing them.34 Compared to the 
indicators used in the 2010, which comprised the budgetary 
chapter titled “expenditure on culture, recreation and religion”, 
in the present edition of the study we have improved the 
measurement of this indicator by requesting data from Mayors’ 
institutions of the municipality on budget subsections, namely 
allocations for cultural and recreational services for youth (*only 
if the budgeted activities were cultural; e.g.: theatre festivals 
painting, music, exhibitions, street art, literary events, etc.), thus 
ignoring the amounts earmarked for religion/ cults and those for 
sporting activities which were part of the same budgetary chapter.

As in the previous edition, we kept measuring share of 
expenditure on culture in total local budget expenditure (%), 
which “shows the importance that the local authorities give to 
the cultural sector in relation to other areas of activity in their 
administration”.35

Cultural Participation
 This category of indicators is complementary to the category 

of indicators relating to cultural infrastructure. If cultural 
infrastructure presents a static aspect of cultural vitality (the 
actual number of cultural units in the city), participation category 
presents the dynamic aspect, namely the degree of cultural 
consumption and utilization of local cultural infrastructure.

Some studies on the cultural vitality consider cultural 
participation as a category of indicators that best illustrates 
the level of local vitality.36 It is the ability of this indicators 

34 The National Institute for Cultural Research and Training, Cultural Vitality of 
Romania’s Towns and Cities, 2010, p. 6.

35 Ibid., p. 6

36 François Matarasso, Towards a Local Culture Index. Measuring the Cultural 
vitality of communities, 1999, p. 12
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category to highlight other dimensions of cultural vitality, such 
as that of infrastructure, but also the one that refers to the 
financial support given by the local authorities for culture or 
for creative industries category.  

A high cultural participation of the population may increase 
the local economy, and may lead to the development of public 
and private cultural sector in terms of the infrastructure and the 
supply of goods and services. Also, a high cultural participation 
may also stimulate creative industries.

In relation between local participation - cultural vitality, cities 
can contribute to increasing participation by certain resources 
and incentives offered to potential cultural consumers. Cities 
must provide the necessary facilities and resources to contribute 
to increased participation in the cultural life of various groups in 
age, lifestyle, living, working, studying or visiting a certain city.37 
Furthermore, by facilitating the access to cultural participation, 
cities can produce a sense of belonging for those who consume 
those services.38 

The indicators that we use in this edition to analyze the size 
of participation are:

1. Cinema viewers (per 100 inhabitants)

2. Spectators in the Opera (per100 inhabitants)

3. Spectators at the Philharmonic (per 100 inhabitants)

4. Spectators at dramatic theatres (per 100 inhabitants)

5. Spectators at musical theatres (per100 inhabitants)

6. Spectators at puppet theaters (per 100 inhabitants) 

7. Visitors in museums (per 100 inhabitants)

8. Spectators  in cultural centres (per 100 inhabitants)

37 Adelaide City Council, Arts and Culture Planning Officer, Arts and Culture 
Strategy 2010-2014, 2010, p. 6

38 Ibid., p. 6

Creative Economy
This dimension of cultural vitality represents the 

characteristics of the new economy based on knowledge and 
intellectual work and includes indicators that describe the 
activity of cultural and creative industries. Authors like Richard 
Florida and Charels Landry link the emergence of creative 
industries and creative economy with the transformation 
process of city functions, as defined until recently.39

Richard Florida noted that “in recent decades there has been 
a dramatic change in the nature of capitalist economies, passing 
from a traditional industrial-organizational system, based on 
large factories and huge office buildings, focused on the huge 
economies of scale and on physical labor, to an emerging 
innovative system, knowledge-based, based on intellectual work 
and human creativity.”40 

Also, Charles Landry, particularly interested in studying the 
creative cities, emphasized the importance of creative industries 
in urban and economic development. In his work, The Creative 
City: A Toolkit for Urban Innovators41, Landry pinpoints that the 
cultural and creative industries in the U.S. comprise more than 
10% of the employed population, a percentage which in Europe is 
at a level of around 5%, and that in the case of Great Britain, for 
example, the music industry had larger exports than engineering 
since the 1980s. Landry also stated that this type of industries 
(creative) “attract new investors and new business, but also an 
increased flow of tourists, having indirect economic benefits”42.

39 Charles, Landry. The Creative City: A Toolkit for Urban Innovators 1995; Richard 
Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class. And How It’s Transforming Work, 
Leisure and Everyday Life, 2002

40 Richard Florida, Cities and the Creative Class, p. 16]

41 Charles, Landry. The Creative City: A Toolkit for Urban Innovators. Second 
Edition, p. 137

42 Ibid., p. 137
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Some cities have turned to concrete measures to support 
human resources development and the creative industries in the 
area. In Introducing for the Strategy for Culture and Arts for 
2010-2014 in the city of Adelaide, it is highlighted: 

„A vibrant cultural life is part of the attractiveness of the 
city of Adelaide and it is a key point for the city’s goals to 
attract creative, innovative and well prepared people, which will 
contribute to the economic development in the context of the 
challenges of the future.”43

The indicators used for cultural industries category are:

1. The number of employees in the creative industry per 
1,000 inhabitants

2. The turnover of the companies in the creative industries 
and services (turnover per capita)

3. The profit of companies in the industries and creative 
services (profit share in total turnover)

43 Adelaide City Council, Arts and Culture Strategy 2010-2014, 2010, p. 1
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5. The cultural vitality of cities.  
The evolution of cultural vitality indices

Ranking cities according to their cultural vitality was 
conducted on the basis of the average of the cultural vitality 
indices manifested during the period 2010-2015. As we 
described in the chapter on methodology, the cultural vitality of 
each of the 46 cities chosen was calculated for each of the six 
years between 2010-2015, as the average of values for the five 
categories of indicators: (1) index of infrastructure for cultural 

activities, (2) index of cultural participation, (3) the index for  the 
budgetary expenditures for cultural activities, (4) the index of 
the human resources trained in cultural field, and (5) the index 
of creative industries. Cultural vitality indices obtained as the 
average of the five categories of indicators are shown in the 
accompanying table of contents for each year of the analysis.

Table 2. The ranking of the first 15 cities with the best cultural vitality indices for 2010-2015

THE CULTURAL VITALITY OF CITIES 2010-2015 – TOP 15

City Rank
Average cultural 

vitality Index 
2010-2015

Vitality Index 
2010

Vitality Index  
2011

Vitality Index 
 2012

Vitality Index  
2013

Vitality Index  
2014

Vitality Index  
2015

CLUJ-NAPOCA 1 1.212 1.220 1.200 1.272 1.200 1.219 1.160

ALBA IULIA 2 1.022 1.332 1.192 1.181 1.374 0.673 0.383

MIERCUREA CIUC 3 0.989 0.980 0.884 0.952 1.123 1.046 0.949

TÂRGU MUREȘ 4 0.871 0.737 0.821 0.826 0.911 1.062 0.869

SIBIU 5 0.854 0.897 0.937 0.957 0.819 0.841 0.673

TIMIȘOARA 6 0.616 0.720 0.636 0.583 0.543 0.627 0.585

SFÂNTU GHEORGHE 7 0.491 0.403 0.464 0.442 0.466 0.578 0.596

TÂRGOVIȘTE 8 0.488 0.475 0.455 0.426 0.442 0.482 0.648

CRAIOVA 9 0.440 0.285 0.244 0.293 0.379 0.686 0.752

BOTOȘANI 10 0.422 0.331 0.451 0.378 0.310 0.603 0.462

IAȘI 11 0.405 0.522 0.379 0.443 0.322 0.379 0.386

TÂRGU JIU 12 0.292 0.266 0.232 0.207 0.199 0.412 0.437

SATU MARE 13 0.257 0.176 0.340 0.295 0.158 0.202 0.373

BRAȘOV 14 0.248 0.255 0.229 0.217 0.223 0.188 0.376

BISTRIȚA 15 0.204 -0.131 0.044 0.383 0.444 0.246 0.236

creo
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We want to mention again the first place occupied by the 
Cluj-Napoca in the cultural vitality ranking in 2010-2015 is the 
result of the analysis which includes 46 cities, and in which 
Bucharest was not included, because of its great cultural 
resources and services, with a markedly different vitality from the 
rest of the cities. We also point out that some appearances in the 
top 15 (such as Botoșani or Satu Mare) may seem unusual, but the 
field which we analyze – categories of indicators that comprise 
the cultural vitality – is a dynamic and oscillating one, which can 
record any significant changes from one year to another. At the 
same time, we recommend reading and results interpretation 
bearing in mind that the positions in the ranking of cities 
dedicated to each category of indicators are given by calculating 
indices for the category of indicators relative to the population 
of the city. For example, the same type of infrastructure and the 
same number of facilities owned by the two cities do not generate 
the same vitality index. If the city has less inhabitants, obviously 
that means more infrastructure elements per capita in relation to 
a city with a more numerous population.

Given the way indices of vitality within each category 
of indicators are calculated, we recommend that making 
comparisons between cities to be rather indicative. Another 
factor influencing the positions of cities in the rankings of vitality 
is given by the character of the data collected. We devoted a 
lengthy stage of checking the validity of indicators collected 
and seeking possible explanations for some situations where 
the figures recorded a significantly different values from one 
year to another, or where anomalies appear to occur. Some of 
these situations can be explained by the influence of extrinsic 
factors on the categories of indicators, such as passing through 
a certain process (the case of mergers that has occurred in 
2010 at cultural institutions that make up the infrastructure) 
or the occurrence of an element of the vitality which entailed 
modification of other categories of indicators (such as the 
category of cultural infrastructure that directly influences the 
increase or decrease in indicators of participation).

Thus, the quality of the data collected, correlated with extrinsic 
factors at a macro or local level which influences or even changes 
the evolution of some of the indicators track, the sudden rearing or 
collapse of one of the indicators that comprise the index of vitality 
(as it is the case in particular for category devoted to cultural sector 
allocated expenditure), as well as the calculating indices of vitality 
through the reporting of indicators collected in the population of 
one city make some positions in the rankings seem unusual, and 
bring in foreground less known cities for their cultural strengths.

We will describe every city in the top 15 in terms of the 
evolution of each category of indicators that make up the 
cultural vitality, and also of the evolution of the overall index. 
On the basis of the cultural vitality level registered, we made 
recommendations for guidance for those cities. 

Cluj-Napoca
Cluj-Napoca is by far the city with the most powerful and stable 

elements which make up the cultural vitality of the city, a fact that 
is reflected in the values of the vitality index. Regarding the cultural 
infrastructure, every year the city lies on the first position of the 
ranking dedicated to this category of indicators. Creative industries 
are also the first in the top dedicated to this category every year 
from among those included in the analysis. Creative industries 
category represents the most powerful element of vitality for the 
city of Cluj-Napoca, excelling both in terms of number of people 
employed in the sector, and in the level of turnover and profits.

The city also holds a high cultural consumption, being in the 
2nd position in the ranking every year, except the year 2015 
when occupying the first position. 

Regarding human resources specialists, the city oscillates 
between the 4th and the 5th position. 

The weak point of the municipality is spending in the budget 
allocated for the cultural sector. This may actually be a weak 
point in appearance only, given the fact that most services and 
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Chart 1. The Evolution of Cultural Vitality Indices for indicators categories for Cluj-Napoca (2010-2015)

Chart 2. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index to Cluj-Napoca 
(2010-2015)

cultural infrastructure elements in the municipality are receiving 
funding from the Ministry of Culture.

With the exception of the year 2012, which signifies the peak 
reached by the cultural vitality index, and the year 2015, in which 
the index is located at the lower value, for the years 2010, 2011, 
2013 and 2014 the evolution of cultural vitality index remained 
at similar parameters. Evolution of the vitality index without 
significant oscillations is given, as mentioned, by the stability of 
the cultural vitality elements of the city

Recommendations

Besides Bucharest city, which we didn’t included in the 
analysis, Cluj-Napoca is the most powerful cultural pole, with 
an increased cultural vitality throughout the period under 
review. The stability of the elements which make up the cultural 
vitality of the city and their maintenance on top positions of 
the rankings prove to be the cultural engine of the city. By 

creo
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synchronizing these cultural vitality elements operating at high 
levels, the city can easily support the local development projects 
with cultural and creative nature.

Alba Iulia
The city has also been in the top 15 on the last edition, 

occupying then the 5th position. Category of indicators which 
propels the city of Alba Iulia among current ranking is that of 
budgetary expenses allocated by local authorities for culture. 
At this stage, the city ranks 1st place in that category for 2010-
2013. In contrast, the vitality index recorded for the same type of 
indicator in 2015 barely occupies the 25th place in the ranking.  

Another strong element of cultural vitality is represented by 
specialized human resources category, recording constant values 
that ranks the city in the 6th place in the top dedicated to this 
category for the entire analyzed period, with the exception of 
2011, when it went up to the 5th position.

Cultural infrastructure and cultural participation of the 
population occupy oscillating positions outside the top 10 

positions (except in the year 2014, when it is on the 5th position 
at the cultural infrastructure). The cultural consumption is the 
category of cultural vitality with the most modest values compared 
to other categories of indicators of this town. 

Creative industries also have a fluctuating trend, with the best 
finishes in 2013 and 2015, when being on the 8th position. 

From a rather high value in 2010, cultural vitality index 
followed a downward path in 2011 and 2012, then to rise again 
in 2013, mainly due to the value recorded on the category of 
expenses allocated from the local budget for the cultural sector. 
Years 2014 and 2015 are characterized by a sudden drop in 
vitality index due to the withdrawal of financial support granted 
by the authorities for the cultural domain.

Recommendations

The cultural vitality of the city is characterized by rather strong 
oscillations from one year to the next, which signals a need to 
stabilize the elements that give this vitality. It is desirable to 
animate the cultural participation of the population, which has 

Chart 3. The evolution of Cultural Vitality indices by categories of indicators for the city of Alba Iulia (2010-2015)
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the lowest values compared to the other categories of indicators. 
Harnessing local cultural and creative resources and attracting 
regional or international cultural partnerships can provide a 
beneficial boost to the cultural landscape of the city and can 
render an increase in cultural consumption.

Miercurea Ciuc
Just like in the previous edition, the main factor of an increased 

cultural vitality for this city is the large number of specialized 
human resources. Although the city lacks at having an university 
centre with cultural profile, the Nagy Istvan art college the 
Popular School of Arts manage to encompass a large number of 
students and trainees in relation to the total number of the city’s 
population. The city lies in the 1st place each year between those 
cities in the study which include this category of indicators. 

Another element of increased cultural vitality is represented 
by cultural infrastructure. From this point of view, Miercurea 
Ciuc retains its stability, while maintaining the very high places 
(3rd in 2011 and 5th in 2015).  

The weak point for the period under review is the cultural 
participation, which oscillates between the trends of growth 
and decline.

The evolution of the cultural vitality index for Miercurea Ciuc 
was a fluctuating one. The most significant increase occurred 

Chart 5. The evolution of Cultural Vitality Index for categories of indicators in Miercurea Ciuc (2010-2015) 

Chart 4. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for the city of 
Alba Iulia (2010-2015)
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in 2013. Very visible for the year were the contributions to 
the vitality index value by the category of specialized human 
resources, the financial support allocated by the authorities of 
the cultural sector, but also an increased cultural consumption 
(7th place on this category of indicators for 2013.

Recommendations

The city needs the development of the creative industries 
sector which presents potential through pretty good position 
in the ranking of this category (15th in 2015) and an expansion 
of cultural consumption, these representing weaker points at 
local level. Cultural infrastructure has not been enriched in 
the period included in the analysis, which can mean a not very 
diverse cultural offer. There is a large demand, as indicated by 
the growing number of spectators for the theatre performances 
in town. Also, the existence of a movie theater in the city 
could boost public consumption, especially at the level of the 
categories of young consumers.

Târgu Mureș
Târgu-Mureș City ranks the 3rd position in the top 15 cultural 

vitality 2010-2015. 2013-2015 shows a significant increase for 
the category dedicated to the financial support allocated by 
the local authorities for the cultural sector. At the same time, 
the creative industries category is maintained at high values, 
reaching from the 9th position in the top dedicated to this 
category of indicators in 2010 to the 4th position in 2015. The 
creative industries sector is known to increase at all its levels: 
number of employees, turnover and profit. 

Another strong element of cultural vitality at the city level is 
the cultural infrastructure, Târgu Mureș occupying 2nd place in 
the rankings dedicated to infrastructure category in the 2010-
2013 period, and 3rd in 2014 and 2015.

The city presents a high cultural consumption, swinging on 
the analyzed period between the 3rd and the 5th position in the 
top dedicated to this category of indicators.

The evolution of cultural vitality index during the period 
under review has switched from downward to growth trends. 
The point of maximum increase was registered in 2014, mainly 
due to increased value at the level of the budget expenditure 
allocated to the cultural sector (3rd place in the ranking 
dedicated to the budget).

Recommendations

Târgu Mureș is a city which shows a high potential to remain 
in the first positions of the cultural vitality top. The city owns 
elements of vitality which can be found in the first position at 
the level of creative industries, cultural infrastructure, specialized 
human resources and cultural participation. This context gives the 
city the opportunity and the advantages to develop successful 
cultural projects which could contribute to local development 
and to create an image of the city as a cultural pole.

Chart 6. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for Miercurea 
Ciuc (2010-2015)
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Sibiu
 Former European Capital of Culture (title held in 2007), Sibiu 

remains in first 5 places of the cultural vitality top. A city with 
a vibrant cultural life, Sibiu holds the first place in the rankings 
dedicated to cultural participation of the population in 2010, 
2011, 2012 and 2013.  

Among other highlights of the city is the large number of 
specialized human resources (the city has a secondary school of 
art, The Popular School of Arts and Crafts Ilie Mincu and the Faculty 
of Letters and Arts from Lucian Blaga University). Other elements 
that maintain cultural vitality at a high level are the diverse cultural 
infrastructure, ranking between the 3rd place, the highest position, 
occupied in 2012, and 9th place in 2014. Creative industries were 
also placed in the top 10 positions in the dedicated ranking.

An element of vitality with oscillating input are the sums 
allocated from the local budget for the cultural sector. 

Chart 7. The evolution of Cultural Vitality on categories of indicators for Târgu Mureș (2010-2015) 

Chart 8. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for the city of 
Târgu Mureș (2010-2015)
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The evolution of cultural vitality index for the city of Sibiu is 
kept in a rather linear trend, the moment of maximum growth 
being in 2011 (when the index of cultural consumption is the 
highest). At the opposite pole lies 2015, in which cultural vitality 
index has registered the lowest value (through lower values 
at the level of the categories of creative industries, cultural 
infrastructure and cultural consumption).

Recommendations

Sibiu is a priviledged city with a well-known reputation given 
the city’s vibrant cultural life. However, 2015 registered a drop in 
the index of cultural vitality. A revival of diversified cultural offers 
can resuscitate the cultural participation of the population. 
There also can be designed and implemented strategies for 
the development of cultural infrastructure - element with a 
high potential at the level of the city - such as facilities for both 
residents and tourists/visitors.

Chart 10. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for Sibiu 
(2010-2015)

Chart 9. The evolution of Cultural Vitality for categories of indicators for Sibiu (2010-2015)
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Timișoara 
Timișoara is a city with increased potential in all categories 

that comprise the cultural vitality. The creative industries sector 
is highlighted, because it has been in the top 2nd position in 
2010 and the 4th in 2012, while maintaining the 5th position for 
the rest of the years.

A city with a rich and diverse cultural infrastructure, Timișoara 
fell in the rankings dedicated for this category of indicators. In a 
comparison between 2010, when it was ranked the 3rd position 
at the infrastructure, and 2013, when it descended on the 14th 
position, we referred to the reduction of the number of libraries 
from 95 to 90, the number of museums from 11 to 9 and the 
disappearance of one of the three movie theatre. However, the 
index of vitality for the category of cultural participation rose 
from the 9th position in 2010 to the 5th position in 2013.

Year 2010 is the one in which cultural vitality index recorded 
the highest value. Main growth factors were the creative 

industries sector and specialized human resources. Indices for 
cultural infrastructure and local budgets allocated to culture 
also contributed to this value.

Recommendations

Timișoara is a city with increased cultural potential for all 
categories of indicators that make up the cultural vitality. In 
the past three years, cultural participation is the category of 
indicators from which we can observe a tendency of growth. This 
strength can be stimulated by the 2016 decision for the city to 
hold the title of European Cultural Capital in 2021. An example 
for this is Sibiu, the city which held this title in 2007 and that a 
few years after (2010-2013) still manages to retain first place 
in the ranking dedicated to cultural participation. Moreover, 
the choice of Timișoara to become European Capital of Culture 
will certainly attract a growth not only at the level of cultural 
participation, but for the entire cultural landscape.

Chart 11. The evolution of Cultural Vitality Index on categories of indicators for Timișoara (2010-2015) 
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Sfântu Gheorghe

Although a city with a cultural vitality pretty low on most 
categories of indicators, Sfântu Gheorghe is propelled to the 
top of the category of specialized human resources. The popular 
School of Arts and Crafts alongside Arts College Plugor Sándor 
represent strong centers of training in the arts. Thanks to them, 
Sfântu Gheorghe places 3rd in the ranking dedicated to this 
category of indicators for all the years covered in the analysis. 

Another strong point of this city’s cultural vitality is the 
budgetary expenditure earmarked for culture – this category 
registered either in the top ten positions, either in the top 16. 
Also, cultural infrastructure is positioned between 11th place 
(2014) and 16th (2010). 

Weaker points of the city from the viewpoint of cultural 
vitality are: cultural participation (the best being recorded 24th 
position in 2012) and creative industries (the best place in the 
rankings – 18th in 2010, lowest – 26th in 2012 and 2014).

Chart 13. The evolution of Cultural Vitality indices for categories of indicators for the city of Sfântu Gheorghe (2010-2015) 

Chart 12. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for Timișoara 
(2010-2015)
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Beginning with 2012, the evolution of cultural vitality index for 
the city of Sfântu Gheorghe is in an upward direction, with the 
highest value in 2015, due mainly to the categories of specialized 
human resources and budgetary expenses allocated for culture.

Recommendations

A city with a very rich cultural infrastructure (holding a 
drama theater, artistic ensemble and museums, but lacking a 
Philharmonic orchestra, a cinema, a popular orchestra or a cultural 
center), Sfântu Gheorghe doesn’t have an increased participation 
in this context. The city’s cultural vitality is maintained mainly 
by training institutions in the arts and culture, which recorded 
an increased number of students and trainees enrolled. The city 
needs strategies and programs to revive the weakest categories 
of cultural vitality – the infrastructure, the cultural consumption 
and the creative industries. A possible solution are regional or 
transnational partnerships that can contribute to stimulate 
and develop cultural potential. Increased number of specialized 
human resources owned by the town and can be harnessed by 
engaging in the conduct of such programs and projects.

Târgoviște
The specialized human resources category is one of the 

key points of the city, swinging between the 4th and the 5th 
position in rankings, except for 2011, when it was the 9th 
place. Institutions which provide training in the arts for these 
resources are: art high school, popular school of art, as well as 
a Department of fine arts at the Valahia University. Another 
strong point of the city are the budgetary costs offered for 
culture, whose vitality index is in an upward trend since 2014. 

A revival is also recorded for the cultural infrastructure, 
where it ranks 7th in 2013 and 6th in 2014. 

The weak point of cultural vitality is the cultural participation 
of the population, the level of this category of indicators not 
exceeding the 18th position obtained in 2011. 

The creative industries are characterized by strong 
oscillations of the 4th place in 2011 to the 31st in 2013, due to 
sharp decline in profits.

The evolution of cultural vitality index during the period under 
review has remained relatively similar, except for the year 2015, 
when it registered a significant increase, due to the fact that 2015 
is the only year of the analyzed period in which all categories of 
indicators making up the final index had positive values.

Recommendations

A city with a quite precarious cultural infrastructure and 
weak cultural participation, Târgoviște may have an increased 
cultural vitality by stimulating these weaknesses, but also other 
dimensions that have potential for development, such as the 
creative industries, which showed fluctuations for the period 
under analysis between growth and decreasing trends. A more 
animated cultural and creative environment, the creative human 
resource category that forms in the Arts (the highest category 
of cultural vitality for the city) and highlighting the historical 
strengths of the area may produce an increase in cultural 
identity and greater visibility.

Chart 14. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for the city of 
Sfântu Gheorghe (2010-2015)
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Craiova
 As in the previous edition, the strength of cultural vitality for 

the city of Craiova is high regarding the financial support given 
by local authorities for the cultural sector. Alongside the budget 
expenditure on culture, the city has a vibrant environment with 
regard to creative industries. Due to the development of this 
sector, the city has reached, from the 11th position in 2010, to 
the 2nd position in the ranking dedicated to the category of 
creative industries in 2014. 

On the other hand, the city dropped in the ranking dedicated 
to cultural infrastructure, being only the 31st in 2010. The 
situation has improved in 2015 when it got on the 16th position. 
The city doesn’t have high values for the specialized human 
resources chapter, and this is a weaker point of vitality 

Regarding the evolution of cultural vitality, the city experienced 
a sharp rise in 2012, due to certain categories such as creative 
industries and cultural participation, when the city was on the 
4th place in the ranking dedicated to cultural consumption. 

Chart 16. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for the city of 
Târgoviște (2010-2015)

Chart 15. The evolution of Cultural Vitality indices by categories of indicators for the city of Târgoviște (2010-2015)
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There was a decrease in vitality in 2013, and then again there 
were two significant increases in 2014 and 2015, primarily due 
to increased financial support allocated by the authorities for 
culture and due to the creative industries sector.

Recommendations

The future of the city seems to be under the sign of the 
creative industries that have experienced a significant evolution. 
Issues requiring a substantial revival are cultural infrastructure 
and cultural consumption. The preferences of the population 
seem to move towards the consumption of cinematography, 
with the 2013 opening of the third cinema in town, which also 
caused consumption to rise substantially. Another type of 
consumption that has grown significantly in 2014 and 2015, 
compared to the other years, is for animation theatre, to the 
detriment of dramatic theatre, which had until then the greater 
number of viewers. A slight decline occurred at the level of 
cultural consumption for the Philharmonic. These trends may 
indicate a change in the population’s preference to more playful 
cultural offers, funny (theater of animation) or various and 
actual (increased consumption of cinema in the last three years.

Chart 17. The evolution of Cultural Vitality indices by categories of indicators for the municipality of Craiova (2010-2015)

Chart 18. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for the 
municipality of Craiova (2010-2015)
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Botoșani
The strengths of the city are specialized human resources 

and cultural participation. Educational institutions with cultural 
profile, such as Ștefan Luchian art high school and The Popular 
School of Arts Botoșani, recorded a large number of students 
and trainees enrolled. These indicators, relative to the total 
number of inhabitants of the city, place Botoșani every year in 
the top 15 cities in the category of specialized human resources.

As regards the other strong point of the city, cultural 
participation, albeit with slight fluctuations during the period 
2010-2015, it is the category of indicators with the best positions, 
ranking between 1 and 7, reaching number one in 2014. Among 
the factors that have influenced the maintenance of increased 
cultural consumption relative to the number of inhabitants is the 
appetite for cinematographic projections. The opening in March 
2013 of the shopping center Uvertura Mall, which owns a cinema 
– Cine Grand, the first digital multiplex cinema in Botoșani, with 

a capacity of 446 seats44 –, made the number of spectators at 
cinema grow exponentially. 

As for the chapter of cultural infrastructure, the city is also 
highlighted, placing it over the whole period under review among 
the top ten positions. What contributes to this positioning is 
the quite numerous and diverse character of the infrastructure 
elements, the city having museums, two movie theatre, a 
dramatic theatre and a theatre of animation, a Philharmonic 
and a popular orchestra. 

The weakest point of the city is the creative industries 
category, which, after an apparent recovery in 2011 and 2012, 
has returned to negative values in 2013, 2014 and 2015, because 
of the fluctuations between growth and declining profits.

Regarding the evolution of the cultural vitality total index 
for Botoșani in 2010-2015, this keeps similar values, with the 
exception of 2014, where recorded a significant increase, 
occupying the 8th position in the top 15 cities for that year.
44 

Chart 19. The evolution of Cultural Vitality for categories of indicators in Botoșani (2010-2015)

44 Informație preluată de pe http://stiri.BOTOȘANI.ro/stire/55983/Vezi+cum+arat%C4%83+s%C4%83lile+de+cinema+de+la+Cine+Grand!.html accesat pe 28.11.2016
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Recommendations

The first recommendation would be actions directed by the 
policy makers on the development of the city on categories 
of indicators that are not among its strong points, but they 
have potential. We mention here budget support provided to 
cultural activities and the stimulation of creative industries that 
have potential for growth, but lack in stability. A public-private 
tandem could revive the general cultural landscape of the city.

Iași 
The city’s strengths are the creative industries. From this 

point of view, the city oscillates between the 6th and 9th ranking 
positions for the period under review.

Cultural participation is a category with potential for 
increased vitality, oscillating between positions 11 and 13, with 
the exception of the year 2012, when it peaked at 9. 

Chart 20. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for Botoșani 
(2010-2015)

Chart 21. The evolution of Cultural Vitality indices by categories of indicators for the city of Iași (2010-2015)
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Specialized human resources also maintained top 15 
positions. In this regard, Octav Băncilă art high school, Popular 
School of Arts Titel Popovici and National University of Arts 
“George Enescu” represent powerful centers for training an 
increasing number of human resources in the arts.  

The weakest points of the city are the cultural infrastructure 
(category declining in recent years, reaching from the 7th 
position in 2010 to the 20th place in 2015) and budget 
expenditure on culture – category with fluctuations, reaching 
even negative values in 2011 and 2013. 

In terms of the evolution of cultural vitality index for the period 
2010-2015, the highest value was recorded in 2010, followed by 
a downward trend with slight recovery trends in 2014 and 2015. 

Recommendations

Iași is a city with a high cultural potential, being one of the 
cities that enjoy a diverse cultural infrastructure (theatre, Opera, 
Philharmonic, museums, three cinemas), it has an increased 
enough cultural participation increased, holds prestigious 
education institutions in the arts that form an increasing 

number of specialized human resources and has one of the most 
developed creative industries sector. However, the category of 
cultural infrastructure, declining in the past three years, can pull a 
signal for greater attention to this dimension of cultural vitality on 
which depends the level of cultural consumption of the population.

Satu Mare
The city’s strengths are the budget for culture and the 

specialized human resources. Although showing some fluctuations 
during the period 2010-2015, the category of indicators on local 
authority spending on culture is an indicator which records, along 
with human resources category, the highest values. Thus, the 
city occupied the 5th place in 2015 in the budget expenditure 
dedicated on culture, while in the standings for the ranking for 
specialized human resources the city oscillated, starting in 2012, 
between the 14th and the 15th position. Thanks to the School 
of Arts and the Fine Arts College Aurel Popp, Satu Mare has an 
upward trend on the category of indicators which reflect the 
specialized human resources, coming from an index of 0.698 in 
2010 to an index of 0.844 in 2015, which indicates an interest 
of youth to pursue studies and to specialize in the cultural field.

One of the weaker points of the city is the cultural participation 
- vitality index for this category has experienced negative values 
in each year of the period under consideration, with modest 
enough positions in the ranking dedicated to this category (up 
to 19th place in 2012, minimum 27th place in 2013). Another 
weak point are the creative industries, category rather showing 
a downward trend. 

The evolution of cultural vitality index for 2010-2015 varied: 
after two years of upward trend (2011 and 2012), the index has 
registered the lowest value in 2013, while in 2014 and 2015 it 
recorded growth trends again.

Chart 22. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for the city 
of Iași (2010-2015)
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Recommendations

Given the favourable context for the development of 
specialized human resources, indicator which has an elevated and 
constant value, it is desirable to stimulate the creative industries 
sector which can provide professional and entrepreneurial 
opportunities to those that are trained in the Arts/ cultural field. 
Also, the cultural vitality of this city can be increased by fostering 
the cultural participation, a category that recorded negative 
values throughout the period covered by the analysis. In this 
sense, the cultural facilities of the city should be highlighted: the 
dramatic theatre, the Philharmonic, museums and, starting 2011, 
the movie theatre. Various cultural offers encompassing as many 
segments of potential consumers can be a solution.

Târgu Jiu 
Similar to the the case of Miercurea Ciuc, Târgu Jiu is an 

example of a town propelled into the top 15 by its elevated 
levels of the indices in the human resources category. The 

Chart 23. The evolution of Cultural Vitality indices by categories of indicators for the city of Satu Mare (2010-2015) 

Chart 24. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for the city of 
Satu Mare (2010-2015)
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city owns a valuable folk art school that has recorded more than 
1,600 students enrolled each year of the period under review. 
Along with the number of students enrolled at the high school of 
art “Constantin Brăiloiu” and relative to the city’s population, this 
type of indicator is ranked the 2nd in the top dedicated to human 
resources after Miercurea Ciuc, throughout the period under review.

Growth trends were recorded for the cultural infrastructure 
and for cultural participation. The opening in 2014 of a new movie 
theatre, Cinema City Târgu Jiu, had a contribution to this.  

Weaknesses are represented by creative industries and 
budgetary expenditure alocated for the cultural sector, both 
categories of indicators registering negative values throughout 
the period under review, with the exception of the year 2014 for 
creative industries category (year in which the city was placed 
the 12th in the ranking dedicated to this category, the rise being 
caused by the sharp rise in turnover and profit).

The evolution of the vitality index fluctuated. After a fairly 
pronounced decrease in 2013, there were 2 years of steady growth. 

Recommendations

Cultural potential of the city is given to a large extent by 
two centers with an increased capacity to train specialized 
human resources. The city does not have a very diverse cultural 
infrastructure, but the emergence of a movie theatre has 
stimulated the vitality of this category and contributed to the 
increase in cultural consumption. The development of creative 
industries of the city would change the cultural landscape. The 
collaboration of the public sector – such as educational centres 
that form human resources – with the private sector could create 
a creative environment necessary for a stable cultural vitality.  

Chart 25. The evolution of Cultural Vitality in categories of indicators for Târgu Jiu (2010-2015)
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Brașov
Creative industries are the strong point of the city of Brașov, 

reaching the 2nd position in the ranking dedicated for this 
category of indicators in 2015, and the 3rd position in 2011 and 
2012. Another strong point is the cultural consumption of the 
population, which has maintained at a constant value over the 
period considered, oscillating between the 5th position (2010 
and 2011) and the 8th (2012, 2013, 2014, 2015). 

A weakness of the city are the budgetary expenses allocated 
for culture, which registered negative values of vitality index on 
each year of the analysis. Also, the city has not climbed above 
position 28 on specialized human resources category.

A spectacular upward trend is recorded at the level of 
cultural infrastructure. In 2010, the city ranked the 26th, and 
in 2015 it ranked the 6th. According to the data reported, this 
ascension was because of the growing number of libraries, 

Chart 26. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for Târgu Jiu 
(2010-2015)

Graficul 27. The evolution of Cultural Vitality Index for categories of indicators in Brașov (2010-2015)
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museums, theatres and artistic ensembles within the last three 
years compared to 2010.

The evolution of cultural vitality index during the period 
under review followed a downward trend with a slight increase 
in 2013 and then with a significant rise in 2015, mainly due to 
the values recorded on creative industries category.

Recommendations

Brașov is a city with an increased cultural and creative 
potential. The city has diversified cultural infrastructure 
advantages (theatre, Opera, Philharmonic, museums, artistic 
ensemble, and, from 2015, a second cinema). Another advantage 
are are the creative and cultural industries that attract a 
significant growing of cultural vitality. An incentive would be 
recommended at the level of the budget expenditure on culture. 
These can be directed towards services to attract greater cultural 
participation of the population. Also, the lack of an university 
centre with cultural profile maintains the city in lower positions of 
the ranking in terms of opportunities for education and training 
of specialized human resources (the best position was 28 of 46 
for this category of indicators obtained in 2010). 

Bistrița
The strength of the city which propels Bistrița in the top 15 

cultural vitality is represented by the budgetary expenditure 
earmarked for culture. Although the index of this category 
is strong, it is observed that along the period under review it 
went through fairly significant fluctuations, especially when 
comparing the situation in 2010 with the situation in the years 
after that. Specialized human resources are another point of 
the city’s vitality. The city has three institutions which offer 
the opportunity of training in the Arts: The Fine Arts College 
“Corneliu Baba”, The Music College “Tudor Jarda” and Bistrița 
Popular School of Art.

A special situation is found at the cultural infrastructure, which 
had a spectacular development. In 2011 there were reported as 
infrastructure elements a Museum, libraries and a movie theater, 
and the infrastructure reported in 2014 included those in 2011, 
plus a puppet theatre, folk Orchestra, artistic ensembles. 

The exponential growth was also reflected at the level of 
cultural participation reaching form the 44th place in 2011 to 
the 15th position in 2013. The weak point of the the city is the 
creative industries sector with modest position in the ranking of 
this category of indicators.

The evolution of cultural vitality index for the period under 
review doesn’t show an uniform trend. At a low enough level in 
2010, the index has risen sharply in the years 2012 and 2013, with 
high values recorded on certain categories of indicators (such as 
the budget for culture in 2012) or due to high values recorded 
on all types of indicators in 2013 compared with the other years.

Recommendations

Bistrița is a city with an increasing number of human 
resources that are formed in the cultural institutions, so it would 
be desirable for this group of young people with potential to 
benefit from cultural services and facilities to stimulate the 
cultural actions. The fact that the only city movie theatre has 
been closed in 2015 is one of the points that leads the whole

Chart 28. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for Brașov 
(2010-2015)
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category of cultural infrastructure in a downtrend. Also, cultural 
consumption is modest, not registering large values of vitality. 
On the other hand, in recent years, Bistrița has become more 
visible through unconventional cultural forms such as dance 
troupes, an example of this being the band urban dance school 
REBORN. According to this school site: REBORN Dance School 
supports each dance style culture, both locally and nationally, by 
promoting and organizing various workshops and events such as: 
Schools Cup at StreetDance, Dancing, passion for body and soul, 
international day of Dance, streetdance camp, Reborn Dance 
Camp and workshops with various national and international 
professional instructors45. These new forms of cultural production 
and cultural participation in the city may attract entrepreneurial 
initiatives to enhance and take full advantage of the creative 
potential of the city and the youth here.

45 Data collected from http://rebornBISTRIȚA.ro/scoala-de-dans/ 02.12.2016

Chart 29. The evolution of Cultural Vitality Index for categories of indicators for the city of Bistrița (2010-2015)

Chart 30. The evolution of Cultural Vitality index for the city of 
Bistrița (2010-2015)
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6. The hierarchy of the cities (2015)
If the top of vitality from the previous chapter contains the 

first 15 cities with the highest vitality, below we present the year 
2015 rankings on each category of indicators for all the 46 cities 
included in the analysis. These hierarchies are important by being 

able to visualize better the dynamics of each category of indicators 
in line with the positioning of the city after the final index of vitality 
at that year level. Scoreboard of vitality by categories of indicators 
for other years will be in the annexes of the report.

Position 
in cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2015)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position in 
the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

1 CLUJ-NAPOCA 321.427 0.733124984 1

2 GIURGIU 69.674 0.485656616 19

3 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.129 0.475424763 3

4 PITEȘTI 177.485 0.471213126 17

5 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.359 0.466992306 2

6 BRAȘOV 291.363 0.369267311 14

7 SIBIU 169.820 0.308792413 5

8 BOTOȘANI 122.999 0.280070144 9

9 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.252 0.271590446 11

10 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.240 0.270654121 6

11 TIMIȘOARA 333.825 0.232266691 8

12
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.395 0.198334399 7

13 ALBA IULIA 73.979 0.173495077 13

14 TÂRGU JIU 97.336 0.112224903 10

15 BISTRIȚA 92.892 0.108418899 16

16 CRAIOVA 307.193 0.103358443 4

17 DEVA 70.813 0.095414857 21

18 ORADEA 223.317 0.087879821 27

19 GALAȚI 306.046 0.086834731 24

20 IAȘI 357.868 0.083322749 12

21 BAIA MARE 148.429 0.075407171 23

22 SATU MARE 123.438 0.057836846 15

23 SUCEAVA 116.082 0.026397928 30

Position 
in cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2015)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position in 
the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

24 PLOIEȘTI 235.041 0.008478633 28

25 CONSTANȚA 319.266 0.007799774 18

26 ARAD 179.716 -0.017456258 20

27 BACĂU 196.447 -0.031161671 38

28 SLOBOZIA 53.419 -0.039156212 45

29 ZALĂU 69.988 -0.074593591 31

30 TULCEA 90.503 -0.118396258 29

31 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.355 -0.170043754 25

32 BRĂILA 213.089 -0.178740035 35

33 FOCȘANI 95.127 -0.188287189 34

34 REȘIȚA 89.626 -0.211993019 33

35 BÂRLAD 73.580 -0.232591736 40

36 ONEȘTI 53.167 -0.274692385 42

37
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
110.768 -0.292265559 26

38 BUZĂU 136.773 -0.303770712 32

39 TURDA 57.820 -0.305673987 41

40 ALEXANDRIA 52.547 -0.310352185 36

41 SLATINA 85.074 -0.352371104 37

42 MEDIAȘ 59.121 -0.394612778 44

43 CĂLĂRAȘI 78.102 -0.397303539 39

44  ROMAN 71.254 -0.43030375 22

45 VASLUI 93.077 -0.602255962 46

46 HUNEDOARA 74.753 -0.664235469 43

Table 3. The rating of cities analyzed regarding cultural infrastructure index
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Position 
in cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2015)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 CLUJ-NAPOCA 321.427 1.042054787 1

2 SIBIU 169.820 0.957281856 5

3 PITEȘTI 177.485 0.912739425 17

4 BOTOȘANI 122.999 0.777771636 9

5 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.129 0.663380458 3

6 TIMIȘOARA 333.825 0.547096037 8

7 CONSTANȚA 319.266 0.535732607 18

8  BRAȘOV 291.363 0.533442867 14

9 TULCEA 90.503 0.405461763 29

10 GALAȚI 306.046 0.275753815 24

11 ORADEA 223.317 0.266394172 27

12 IAȘI 357.868 0.248308939 12

13 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.252 0.175891042 11

14 TÂRGU JIU 97.336 0.134222766 10

15  ALBA IULIA 73.979 0.121638305 13

16 CRAIOVA 307.193 0.113210928 4

17 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.359 0.073448155 2

18  BACĂU 196.447 0.032687538 38

19 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.240 0.030493045 6

20 ARAD 179.716 0.010132538 20

21 BISTRIȚA 92.892 0.006804883 16

22 SATU MARE 123.438 -0.049957999 15

23 REȘIȚA 89.626 -0.058779221 33

24 PLOIEȘTI 235.041 -0.079865251 28

25 DEVA 70.813 -0.080461659 21

26 BAIA MARE 148.429 -0.131268972 23

27 HUNEDOARA 74.753 -0.180865601 43

Position 
in cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2015)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

28 BÂRLAD 73.580 -0.184856262 40

29 FOCȘANI 95.127 -0.187669083 34

30 BRĂILA 213.089 -0.19068245 35

31 GIURGIU 69.674 -0.192210493 19

32
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.395 -0.214563294 7

33 SUCEAVA 116.082 -0.32343626 30

34 TURDA 57.820 -0.372111391 41

35 ONEȘTI 53.167 -0.404326033 42

36 CĂLĂRAȘI 78.102 -0.412446733 39

37 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.355 -0.418769548 25

38 BUZĂU 136.773 -0.422080346 32

39 SLATINA 85.074 -0.447650239 37

40
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
110.768 -0.457271355 26

41 SLOBOZIA 53.419 -0.472310887 45

42 ZALĂU 69.988 -0.498800775 31

43  MEDIAȘ 59.121 -0.514929027 44

44 ROMAN 71.254 -0.51948166 22

45 ALEXANDRIA 52.547 -0.521872317 36

46 VASLUI 93.077 -0.527280706 46

Table 4. The rating of cities analyzed after participation in 
cultural activities index
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Position 
in the 

expenditure 
budget 

allocated for 
culture index 

(2015)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 CRAIOVA 307.193 2.684285 4

2 ROMAN 71.254 2.432662 22

3 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.129 1.665958 3

4
 DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
110.768 1.421067 26

5 SATU MARE 123.438 1.235264 15

6 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.252 1.10407 11

7 TIMIȘOARA 333.825 0.784093 8

8 BISTRIȚA 92.892 0.780892 16

9
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.395 0.755453 7

10 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.240 0.717829 6

11 ALEXANDRIA 52.547 0.468293 36

12 BOTOȘANI 122.999 0.443957 9

13 SIBIU 169.820 0.440446 5

14 ARAD 179.716 0.428017 20

15 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.359 0.260634 2

16  IAȘI 357.868 0.240534 12

17 BUZĂU 136.773 0.150913 32

18 ZALĂU 69.988 0.096836 31

19 GALAȚI 306.046 0.024411 24

20 CONSTANȚA 319.266 0.018529 18

21 GIURGIU 69.674 -0.01916 19

22 HUNEDOARA 74.753 -0.15549 43

23 ONEȘTI 53.167 -0.24453 42

24 BRĂILA 213.089 -0.29484 35

Position 
in the 

expenditure 
budget 

allocated for 
culture index 

(2015)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality 
index

25  ALBA IULIA 73.979 -0.43139 13

26 TULCEA 90.503 -0.44202 29

27 BAIA MARE 148.429 -0.50444 23

28  FOCȘANI 95.127 -0.53008 34

29 TURDA 57.820 -0.56216 41

30  PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.355 -0.57713 25

31 VASLUI 93.077 -0.58565 46

32 MEDIAȘ 59.121 -0.64732 44

33  BRAȘOV 291.363 -0.65349 14

34  TÂRGU JIU 97.336 -0.83261 10

35 BACĂU 196.447 -0.85013 38

36 PITEȘTI 177.485 -0.90517 17

37 BÂRLAD 73.580 -0.90645 40

38  DEVA 70.813 -0.93158 21

39 CLUJ-NAPOCA 321.427 -0.94776 1

40 SUCEAVA 116.082 -0.9625 30

41 SLOBOZIA 53.419 -1.01408 45

42 REȘIȚA 89.626 -1.03333 33

43 SLATINA 85.074 -1.05283 37

44 ORADEA 223.317 -1.07 27

- CĂLĂRAȘI43 78.102 - 39

- PLOIEȘTI44 93.077 - 28

Table 5. The ranting of cities analysed according to expenditure 
budget allocated for culture

43 According to address no. 45345/05.10.2016 as a response to NIRCT’s request 
concerning the budgetary data allocated for culture, City Hall of Călărași 
communicated the institution does not record budget expenditures for the 
cultural field in accordance with annexes sent NIRCT toward completion.

44 According to address no. 19338/08.11.2016 as a response to NIRCT’s request 
concerning the budgetary data allocated for culture, City Hall of Ploiești 
communicated the institution does not record budget expenditures for the 
cultural field in accordance with annexes sent NIRCT toward completion.
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Position 
in the 

specialized 
human 

resources 
index (2015)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.359 3.872976 2

2 TÂRGU JIU 97.336 3.101721 10

3
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.395 2.337619 7

4 CLUJ-NAPOCA 321.427 1.756478 1

5 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.240 1.702933 6

6 ALBA IULIA 73.979 1.580313 13

7 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.355 1.536451 25

8 DEVA 70.813 1.511342 21

9 SIBIU 169.820 1.367835 5

10 SLATINA 85.074 1.223201 37

11 SUCEAVA 116.082 1.106394 30

12 BOTOȘANI 122.999 0.964065 9

13 REȘIȚA 89.626 0.900062 33

14 BAIA MARE 148.429 0.86402 23

15 SATU MARE 123.438 0.844437 15

16 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.129 0.831557 3

17  IAȘI 357.868 0.818458 12

18 ORADEA 223.317 0.718044 27

19 TIMIȘOARA 333.825 0.714872 8

20 SLOBOZIA 53.419 0.704639 45

21  ARAD 179.716 0.634955 20

22 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.252 0.615335 11

23 ZALĂU 69.988 0.613982 31

24 CONSTANȚA 319.266 0.606253 18

25 BUZĂU 136.773 0.572217 32

26 GIURGIU 69.674 0.565666 19

27 FOCȘANI 95.127 0.545863 34

28 BISTRIȚA 92.892 0.503515 16

Position 
in the 

specialized 
human 

resources 
index (2015)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality index

29 PLOIEȘTI 235.041 0.501173 28

30  TULCEA 90.503 0.454929 29

31  BRĂILA 213.089 0.448466 35

32  BRAȘOV 291.363 0.434411 14

33 BACĂU 196.447 0.302784 38

34  PITEȘTI 177.485 0.27643 17

35 GALAȚI 306.046 0.234019 24

36 CRAIOVA 307.193 0.112401 4

37 ROMAN 71.254 -0.0059 22

38 ALEXANDRIA 52.547 -0.0146 36

39 BÂRLAD 73.580 -0.05699 40

40
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
110.768 -0.19761 26

41 CĂLĂRAȘI 78.102 -0.23123 39

42 ONEȘTI 53.167 -0.42791 42

43 TURDA 57.820 -0.42791 41

44 HUNEDOARA 74.753 -0.42791 43

45 MEDIAȘ 59.121 -0.42791 44

46 VASLUI 93.077 -0.42791 46

Position 
in creative 
industries 

index (2015)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 CLUJ-NAPOCA 321.427 3.218674463 1

2 BRAȘOV 291.363 1.197479696 6

3 CRAIOVA 307.193 0.746758256 16

4 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.129 0.710604825 3

5 TIMIȘOARA 333.825 0.648133074 11

6 IAȘI 357.868 0.543863406 20

Tabelul 6. Clasamentul orașelor analizate după Indicele 
resurselor umane specializate

Table 7. The rating of cities analysed according to creative 
industries index
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Position 
in creative 
industries 

index (2015)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality index

7 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.240 0.521461459 10

8 ALBA IULIA 73.979 0.472329801 13

9 PITEȘTI 177.485 0.343905499 4

10  SIBIU 169.820 0.294185139 7

11 ORADEA 223.317 0.206390571 18

12 BAIA MARE 148.429 0.201464569 21

13 TURDA 57.820 0.125091736 39

14 REȘIȚA 89.626 0.074465638 34

15 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.359 0.072015969 5

16 GIURGIU 69.674 0.049242698 2

17 DEVA 70.813 0.029597147 17

18 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.355 -0.001491329 31

19 BÂRLAD 73.580 -0.048557468 35

20 SUCEAVA 116.082 -0.049446192 23

21
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.395 -0.094780327 12

22 CĂLĂRAȘI 78.102 -0.099356101 43

23 FOCȘANI 95.127 -0.109451445 33

24 BOTOȘANI 122.999 -0.153465335 8

25 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.252 -0.173015838 9

26
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
110.768 -0.174309276 37

Position 
in creative 
industries 

index (2015)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality index

27 ARAD 179.716 -0.178257419 26

28 CONSTANȚA 319.266 -0.20418703 25

29 GALAȚI 306.046 -0.210916056 19

30 BISTRIȚA 92.892 -0.216391441 15

31 SATU MARE 123.438 -0.218704913 22

32 PLOIEȘTI 235.041 -0.227415848 24

33 MEDIAȘ 59.121 -0.256226302 42

34 SLATINA 85.074 -0.303285187 41

35 BUZĂU 136.773 -0.314837041 38

36 TÂRGU JIU 97.336 -0.328558644 14

37  TULCEA 90.503 -0.378021741 30

38 BRĂILA 213.089 -0.385555018 32

39  ZALĂU 69.988 -0.419678759 29

40 ALEXANDRIA 52.547 -0.440061258 40

41 HUNEDOARA 74.753 -0.470406555 46

42 ONEȘTI 53.167 -0.480877894 36

43  BACĂU 196.447 -0.501422298 27

44  VASLUI 93.077 -0.505109543 45

45 ROMAN 71.254 -0.909846534 44

46 SLOBOZIA 53.419 -1.602031155 28
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7. Conclusions
As we have seen, the cultural vitality of cities and towns is a 

dynamic dimension that could have a more stable or oscillating 
type due to the character of the elements which compose it. 
Cultural vitality is a feature of cities given by a sum of factors 
which often do not fall within the same parameters, and the 
results of the present study underlines this fact.

The city of Bucharest is a special case in relation to the rest of 
the towns and cities through cultural facilities and services available 
in number, but also as regards its demographic size, towering 
over other cities in terms of cultural vitality. Owing to this fact, we 
excluded Bucharest city in measuring the cultural vitality that we 
achieved it at the level of the 46 cities of the most representative in 
terms of number of population as a cultural potential.

There is a limited number of cities which retains the same 
level of vitality on a longitudinal period and the same or similar 
positions in the rankings compiled on vitality period 2010-2015 
and even compared to previous years. These cities, such as Cluj-
Napoca, Sibiu, Timisoara and Târgu Mureș are characterized by 
an overview of cultural landscape given a high stability of all the 
elements that compose vitality – specialized human resources, 
infrastructure and cultural participation by the general public, 
creative industries sector.

On the other hand, in the top of the vitality we can notice 
unusual appearances such is the case of cities Satu Mare and 
Sfantu Gheorghe, Târgu Jiu, Sfântu Gheorghe or Bistrița. We are 
talking here of another type of cities which is characterized rather by 
a cultural vitality that we could call illusory or partial, characterized 
by the strong contribution from just one category of indicators of 
vitality that propels such cities in the top, having not necessarily a 
vibrant cultural picture overall. What is important to note is that 
these types of cities have cultural potential that can be tapped and 
harnessed so as to reach a synchronization of the weakest cultural 
vitality to those who are already in a steady growth.

At the level of the categories of indicators that make up the 
cultural vitality it is observed that in the cases of cities with a 
developed sector of the creative industries there is a high level of 
other categories of indicators, which confirms that the creative 
economy is not only an incentive of the local economy of the city, 
but also can be a factor fot the increase and diversification of 
the cultural sector.

Another type of indicator that proved an engine of cultural 
vitality for an increasing number of municipalities is represented 
by specialized human resources category. This kind of resources 
can shape the development of the local cultural and creative 
landscape. It must, however, that the policy makers find a proper 
way in which the potential of this group of young people trained 
in the cultural field is stimulated and harnessed.

The category of indicators which turns out to be the most 
labile and that through this character can influence the increases 
or sudden declines of vitality is represented by the budgetary 
support from the local authorities for the cultural sector. Though 
with an important role in the proper functioning of the public 
sector, the support of culture cannot produce consistent vitality 
without the combination of the other categories of indicators 
- public infrastructure, public consumption, creative industries 
sector and the NGO sector.

Cultural participation of the general public is the category of 
indicators that, at the level of cities contained in the top, is either 
a vibrant element (Sibiu, Cluj-Napoca, Brașov, Timișoara), or it 
registers fairly modest values at the level of cities such as Târgu 
Jiu, Satu Mare, Târgoviște, Sfântu Gheorghe, Craiova, Bistrița. 
Although there is an element of vitality which depends on the 
category of cultural infrastructure, cultural consumption becomes 
a major stake in the local development of cities and towns, having 
also, as the creative industries, a big impact in stimulating and 
maintaining the local vitality.
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9. Annexes

The hierarchy of cities (2014)

Position 
in cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2014)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.819 0.76 1

2 BISTRIȚA 92.448 0.52 15

3 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.684 0.48 2

4 PITEȘTI 177.965 0.47 16

5 ALBA IULIA 73.717 0.38 6

6 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.819 0.35 10

7 GIURGIU 70.194 0.35 25

8 BRAȘOV 291.921 0.33 20

9 SIBIU 169.741 0.32 4

10 BOTOȘANI 123.922 0.30 8

11 SF. GHEORGHE 65.614 0.27 9

12 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.470 0.27 3

13 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.348 0.26 18

14 TIMIȘOARA 333.650 0.22 7

15 ARAD 180.224 0.08 21

16 IAȘI 350.924 0.08 12

17 CRAIOVA 308.144 0.07 5

18 PLOIEȘTI 235.698 0.06 19

19 BAIA MARE 149.031 0.06 24

20 BACĂU 194.952 0.06 40

21 SATU MARE 124.096 0.05 17

22 TÂRGU JIU 97.643 0.04 11

23 ORADEA 223.718 0.04 27

Position 
in cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2014)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality 
index

24 FOCȘANI 95.470 0.03 32

25 SLOBOZIA 53.582 0.02 39

26 GALAȚI 306.895 0.00 30

27 ZALĂU 69.952 -0.05 31

28 CONSTANȚA 320.318 -0.06 14

29 SUCEAVA 116.311 -0.11 26

30 DEVA 71.152 -0.13 28

31 TULCEA 91.101 -0.13 36

32 BRĂILA 215.319 -0.17 33

33 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.833 -0.20 23

34 REȘIȚA 90.357 -0.22 35

35 MEDIAȘ 59.454 -0.27 45

36 TURDA 58.212 -0.29 44

37 ONEȘTI 53.553 -0.30 41

38 CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 -0.31 38

39 ALEXANDRIA 52.930 -0.32 34

40 SLATINA 85.430 -0.38 37

41 BUZĂU 137.753 -0.38 29

42 BÂRLAD 74.068 -0.40 43

43 ROMAN 71.767 -0.43 13

44 DR. TURNU SEVERIN 111.580 -0.48 22

45 VASLUI 84.553 -0.59 46

46 HUNEDOARA 75.343 -0.66 42
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Position 
in cultural 

participation 
index (2014)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure                       
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 BOTOȘANI 123.922 1.165356 8

2 CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.819 1.110536 1

3 SIBIU 169.741 1.077199 4

4 PITEȘTI 177.965 1.047969 16

5 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.684 0.739541 2

6 TIMIȘOARA 333.650 0.590895 7

7 CONSTANȚA 320.318 0.494074 14

8 BRAȘOV 291.921 0.431044 20

9 SUCEAVA 116.311 0.362221 26

10 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.348 0.299036 18

11 IAȘI 350.924 0.293089 12

12 ORADEA 223.718 0.290989 27

13 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.470 0.222899 3

14 ALBA IULIA 73.717 0.204186 6

15 CRAIOVA 308.144 0.084613 5

16 BAIA MARE 149.031 -0.02006 24

17 PLOIEȘTI 235.698 -0.02483 19

18 BACĂU 194.952 -0.02503 40

19 TÂRGU JIU 97.643 -0.02579 11

20 ARAD 180.224 -0.02865 21

21 GIURGIU 70.194 -0.0515 25

22 HUNEDOARA 75.343 -0.12155 42

23 BRĂILA 215.319 -0.14637 33

24 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.819 -0.15228 10

25 SATU MARE 124.096 -0.1548 17

26 SF. GHEORGHE 65.614 -0.1671 9

27 REȘIȚA 90.357 -0.20698 35

28 BÂRLAD 74.068 -0.22646 43

29 DEVA 71.152 -0.26422 28

30 TULCEA 91.101 -0.27371 36

Position 
in cultural 

participation 
index (2014)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure                       
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

31 GALAȚI 306.895 -0.2988 30

32 BISTRIȚA 92.448 -0.3229 15

33 FOCȘANI 95.470 -0.32829 32

34 TURDA 58.212 -0.33022 44

35 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.833 -0.36305 23

36 CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 -0.36742 38

37 ONEȘTI 53.553 -0.37109 41

38 SLOBOZIA 53.582 -0.39058 39

39 BUZĂU 137.753 -0.43192 29

40 SLATINA 85.430 -0.43237 37

41 ZALĂU 69.952 -0.47149 31

42 MEDIAȘ 59.454 -0.47711 45

43
DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
111.580 -0.47806 22

44 VASLUI 84.553 -0.48301 46

45 ROMAN 71.767 -0.48728 13

46 ALEXANDRIA 52.930 -0.49073 34

Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2014)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 CRAIOVA 308.144 2.179359 5

2 ROMAN 71.767 2.117143 13

3 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.684 1.77333 2

4
DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
111.580 1.737919 22

5 BOTOȘANI 123.922 1.256985 8

6 ALBA IULIA 73.717 1.147554 6

7 TIMIȘOARA 333.650 0.975822 7
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Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2014)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

8 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.470 0.875464 3

9 SF. GHEORGHE 65.614 0.74407 9

10 BISTRIȚA 92.448 0.686904 15

11 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.819 0.575991 10

12 ALEXANDRIA 52.930 0.529368 34

13 SATU MARE 124.096 0.498703 17

14 SIBIU 169.741 0.412459 4

15 BUZĂU 137.753 0.380373 29

16 HUNEDOARA 75.343 0.309877 42

17 ARAD 180.224 0.24262 21

18 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.348 0.239316 18

19 IAȘI 350.924 0.226747 12

20 GALAȚI 306.895 0.200022 30

21 ZALĂU 69.952 0.125783 31

22 CONSTANȚA 320.318 0.11406 14

23 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.833 -0.11055 23

24 GIURGIU 70.194 -0.18768 25

25 ONEȘTI 53.553 -0.21241 41

26 BRĂILA 215.319 -0.36746 33

27 TURDA 58.212 -0.60016 44

28 VASLUI 84.553 -0.6126 46

29 BAIA MARE 149.031 -0.62148 24

30 FOCȘANI 95.470 -0.64894 32

31 BRAȘOV 291.921 -0.68989 20

32 MEDIAȘ 59.454 -0.74034 45

33 TÂRGU JIU 97.643 -0.90069 11

34 PITEȘTI 177.965 -0.94774 16

35 BÂRLAD 74.068 -0.96738 43

36 TULCEA 91.101 -0.97613 36

37 DEVA 71.152 -1.017 28

Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2014)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

38 BACĂU 194.952 -1.04109 40

39 SUCEAVA 116.311 -1.06 26

40 SLOBOZIA 53.582 -1.0791 39

41 CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.819 -1.10067 1

42 REȘIȚA 90.357 -1.13821 35

43 SLATINA 85.430 -1.15454 37

44 ORADEA 223.718 -1.17579 27

- CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 - 38

- PLOIEȘTI 235.698 - 19

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2014)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.470 3.841721 3

2 TÂRGU JIU 97.643 2.849351 11

3 SF. GHEORGHE 65.614 2.221936 9

4 CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.819 1.864312 1

5 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.819 1.83727 10

6 ALBA IULIA 73.717 1.579211 6

7 DEVA 71.152 1.536207 28

8 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.684 1.464777 2

9 SIBIU 169.741 1.421036 4

10 SLATINA 85.430 1.268551 37

11 SUCEAVA 116.311 1.001773 26

12 BOTOȘANI 123.922 0.945156 8

13 IAȘI 350.924 0.89063 12

14 SATU MARE 124.096 0.826462 17
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Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2014)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

15 REȘIȚA 90.357 0.798308 35

16 BAIA MARE 149.031 0.781046 24

17 ORADEA 223.718 0.765119 27

18 TIMIȘOARA 333.650 0.725663 7

19 CONSTANȚA 320.318 0.681039 14

20 SLOBOZIA 53.582 0.670279 39

21 ARAD 180.224 0.655738 21

22 GIURGIU 70.194 0.576164 25

23 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.348 0.575441 18

24 ZALĂU 69.952 0.561685 31

25 BISTRIȚA 92.448 0.553696 15

26 FOCȘANI 95.470 0.548921 32

27 BUZĂU 137.753 0.542423 29

28 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.833 0.530834 23

29 PLOIEȘTI 235.698 0.52034 19

30 TULCEA 91.101 0.502527 36

31 BRĂILA 215.319 0.48593 33

32 BRAȘOV 291.921 0.394742 20

33 PITEȘTI 177.965 0.277069 16

34 GALAȚI 306.895 0.255157 30

35 BACĂU 194.952 0.225784 40

36 CRAIOVA 308.144 0.10446 5

37 ALEXANDRIA 52.930 -0.03735 34

38 BÂRLAD 74.068 -0.06093 43

39 ROMAN 71.767 -0.07117 13

40
DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
111.580 -0.1997 22

41 CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 -0.22575 38

42 ONEȘTI 53.553 -0.42862 41

43 TURDA 58.212 -0.42862 44

44 HUNEDOARA 75.343 -0.42862 42

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2014)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

45 MEDIAȘ 59.454 -0.42862 45

46 VASLUI 84.553 -0.42862 46

Position 
in creative 
industries 

index (2014)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.819 3.463588 1

2 CRAIOVA 308.144 0.987934 5

3 SIBIU 169.741 0.98033 4

4 TÂRGU MUREȘ 151.684 0.851466 2

5 TIMIȘOARA 333.650 0.623663 7

6 BRAȘOV 291.921 0.474128 20

7 IAȘI 350.924 0.40845 12

8 PLOIEȘTI 235.698 0.393731 19

9 PIATRA NEAMȚ 116.833 0.32627 23

10 PITEȘTI 177.965 0.246762 16

11 ROMAN 71.767 0.195327 13

12 TÂRGU JIU 97.643 0.103428 11

13 ORADEA 223.718 0.063492 27

14 ALBA IULIA 73.717 0.059926 6

15 CONSTANȚA 320.318 0.053795 14

16 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.470 0.027202 3

17 TULCEA 91.101 0.019354 36

18 CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 0.003759 38

19 FOCȘANI 95.470 -0.01225 32

20 REȘIȚA 90.357 -0.0441 35
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Position 
in creative 
industries 

index (2014)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

21 BAIA MARE 149.031 -0.04453 24

22 SUCEAVA 116.311 -0.11487 26

23
DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
111.580 -0.17003 22

24 ONEȘTI 53.553 -0.17402 41

25 SLATINA 85.430 -0.1756 37

26 SF. GHEORGHE 65.614 -0.17687 9

27 TÂRGOVIȘTE 94.819 -0.20308 10

28 BISTRIȚA 92.448 -0.20857 15

29 SATU MARE 124.096 -0.21226 17

30 SLOBOZIA 53.582 -0.22182 39

31 DEVA 71.152 -0.24294 28

32 ALEXANDRIA 52.930 -0.25661 34

33 BÂRLAD 74.068 -0.28131 43

34 BUZĂU 137.753 -0.31428 29

35 BRĂILA 215.319 -0.36443 33

36 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.348 -0.41782 18

37 GALAȚI 306.895 -0.4183 30

38 ARAD 180.224 -0.42237 21

39 BACĂU 194.952 -0.48184 40

40 ZALĂU 69.952 -0.49037 31

41 VASLUI 84.553 -0.57786 46

42 GIURGIU 70.194 -0.58635 25

43 HUNEDOARA 75.343 -0.61673 42

44 TURDA 58.212 -0.65043 44

45 BOTOȘANI 123.922 -0.65551 8

46 MEDIAȘ 59.454 -0.74745 45

The hierarchy of cities (2013)
Position 

in cultural 
infrastructure 
index (2013)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.400 0.78 2

2  TÂRGU MUREȘ 152.287 0.54 4

3 GIURGIU 70.805 0.42 30

4 SIBIU 169.751 0.37 5

5 BISTRIȚA 92.063 0.37 8

6 BRAȘOV 292.300 0.34 13

7 TÂRGOVIȘTE 95.556 0.32 9

8 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.675 0.31 3

9 PITEȘTI 178.456 0.29 22

10 BOTOȘANI 124.565 0.28 12

11 ALBA IULIA 73.421 0.26 1

12 ORADEA 224.049 0.23 24

13
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.935 0.21 7

14 TIMIȘOARA 333.749 0.20 6

15 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.417 0.19 16

16 ARAD 181.025 0.13 19

17 IAȘI 341.503 0.12 11

18 BAIA MARE 149.619 0.10 26

19  CRAIOVA 309.208 0.08 10

20 BACĂU 195.088 0.08 40

21 SLOBOZIA 53.802 0.03 35

22 GALAȚI 307.785 0.03 25

23 PLOIEȘTI 237.117 0.02 14

24 SATU MARE 124.839 0.02 17

25 ZALĂU 70.086 -0.06 28

26 TULCEA 91.598 -0.07 27

27  FOCȘANI 95.858 -0.07 29

28 DEVA 71.504 -0.11 23
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Position 
in cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2013)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after the 

final cultural 
vitality index

29 TURDA 58.608 -0.12 45

30 CONSTANȚA 321.077 -0.12 18

31 SUCEAVA 116.865 -0.14 31

32  BRĂILA 217.493 -0.15 32

33 TÂRGU JIU 97.923 -0.18 15

34 PIATRA NEAMȚ 117.612 -0.20 21

35 MEDIAȘ 59.886 -0.25 42

36 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.045 -0.29 37

37 ONEȘTI 54.034 -0.29 44

38 ALEXANDRIA 53.419 -0.30 33

39 SLATINA 85.924 -0.35 34

40 BÂRLAD 74.603 -0.37 43

41 REȘIȚA 91.304 -0.38 39

42 VASLUI 77.300 -0.42 46

43  ROMAN 72.487 -0.43 20

44 BUZĂU 138.785 -0.45 36

45
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
112.373 -0.47 38

46 HUNEDOARA 76.164 -0.52 41

Position 
in cultural 

participation 
index (2013)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 SIBIU 169.751 1.124243 5

2  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.400 0.978902 2

3 BOTOȘANI 124.565 0.97735 12

4  TÂRGU MUREȘ 152.287 0.676437 4

5 TIMIȘOARA 333.749 0.610759 6

6 PITEȘTI 178.456 0.491899 22

Position 
in cultural 

participation 
index (2013)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

7 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.675 0.439339 3

8 BRAȘOV 292.300 0.390076 13

9 TULCEA 91.598 0.385151 27

10 CONSTANȚA 321.077 0.320548 18

11 IAȘI 341.503 0.228374 11

12 GALAȚI 307.785 0.216228 25

13 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.417 0.203241 16

14 ARAD 181.025 0.174745 19

15 BISTRIȚA 92.063 0.167501 8

16 ORADEA 224.049 0.054601 24

17 PLOIEȘTI 237.117 0.028532 14

18  CRAIOVA 309.208 -0.01265 10

19 BACĂU 195.088 -0.03282 40

20  FOCȘANI 95.858 -0.05198 29

21 BAIA MARE 149.619 -0.05536 26

22  BRĂILA 217.493 -0.06926 32

23 TÂRGU JIU 97.923 -0.0743 15

24 ALBA IULIA 73.421 -0.08198 1

25
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.935 -0.11539 7

26 TÂRGOVIȘTE 95.556 -0.12054 9

27 SATU MARE 124.839 -0.12685 17

28 GIURGIU 70.805 -0.13802 30

29 ONEȘTI 54.034 -0.21165 44

30 BÂRLAD 74.603 -0.22684 43

31 REȘIȚA 91.304 -0.24999 39

32 HUNEDOARA 76.164 -0.25647 41

33 TURDA 58.608 -0.28039 45

34 DEVA 71.504 -0.36966 23

35 SUCEAVA 116.865 -0.37239 31

36 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.045 -0.37583 37
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Position 
in cultural 

participation 
index (2013)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

37 PIATRA NEAMȚ 117.612 -0.37763 21

38 BUZĂU 138.785 -0.38419 36

39 SLOBOZIA 53.802 -0.4033 35

40 SLATINA 85.924 -0.42601 34

41 VASLUI 77.300 -0.4583 46

42 MEDIAȘ 59.886 -0.4616 42

43 ZALĂU 70.086 -0.46877 28

44
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
112.373 -0.47068 38

45  ROMAN 72.487 -0.47748 20

46 ALEXANDRIA 53.419 -0.4822 33

Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2013)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture 

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 ALBA IULIA 73.421 4.597416 1

2  ROMAN 72.487 1.318152 20

3 BISTRIȚA 92.063 1.201008 8

4  TÂRGU MUREȘ 152.287 1.176688 4

5 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.675 0.924097 3

6 ALEXANDRIA 53.419 0.912125 33

7
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
112.373 0.876387 38

8  CRAIOVA 309.208 0.752645 10

9 TIMIȘOARA 333.749 0.576237 6

10 SIBIU 169.751 0.418784 5

11 TÂRGOVIȘTE 95.556 0.416725 9

12 ZALĂU 70.086 0.370334 28

Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2013)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture 

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

13 SATU MARE 124.839 0.285537 17

14 PIATRA NEAMȚ 117.612 0.28362 21

15
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.935 0.201418 7

16 GALAȚI 307.785 0.161953 25

17 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.417 0.135547 16

18 HUNEDOARA 76.164 0.121095 41

19 ARAD 181.025 0.057383 19

20 BUZĂU 138.785 -0.01173 36

21 BOTOȘANI 124.565 -0.05576 12

22 IAȘI 341.503 -0.09762 11

23 CONSTANȚA 321.077 -0.11586 18

24 ONEȘTI 54.034 -0.31027 44

25  BRĂILA 217.493 -0.34444 32

26 TURDA 58.608 -0.46281 45

27 BRAȘOV 292.300 -0.53811 13

28 GIURGIU 70.805 -0.54239 30

29  FOCȘANI 95.858 -0.57538 29

30 BAIA MARE 149.619 -0.58472 26

31 MEDIAȘ 59.886 -0.6054 42

32 VASLUI 77.300 -0.63224 46

33 SUCEAVA 116.865 -0.68971 31

34 TÂRGU JIU 97.923 -0.73006 15

35 BÂRLAD 74.603 -0.75133 43

36 PITEȘTI 178.456 -0.79787 22

37 TULCEA 91.598 -0.80494 27

38 DEVA 71.504 -0.82425 23

39 BACĂU 195.088 -0.83252 40

40 SLOBOZIA 53.802 -0.86196 35

41 REȘIȚA 91.304 -0.89185 39

42 SLATINA 85.924 -0.89426 34
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Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2013)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture 

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

43  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.400 -0.90113 2

44 ORADEA 224.049 -0.93056 24

- CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 - 37

- PLOIEȘTI 235.698 - 14

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2013)

                         
City

Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.675 3.889955 3

2 TÂRGU JIU 97.923 2.548429 15

3
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.935 2.139614 7

4 TÂRGOVIȘTE 95.556 1.871834 9

5  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.400 1.818051 2

6 ALBA IULIA 73.421 1.560845 1

7 DEVA 71.504 1.534816 23

8 SIBIU 169.751 1.445347 5

9  TÂRGU MUREȘ 152.287 1.411078 4

10 SLATINA 85.924 1.275455 34

11 BOTOȘANI 124.565 1.166114 12

12 SUCEAVA 116.865 1.052638 31

13 IAȘI 341.503 0.908307 11

14 SATU MARE 124.839 0.856078 17

15 ORADEA 224.049 0.804697 24

16 BAIA MARE 149.619 0.774678 26

17 REȘIȚA 91.304 0.733834 39

18 TIMIȘOARA 333.749 0.717943 6

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2013)

                         
City

Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

19 SLOBOZIA 53.802 0.68016 35

20 ARAD 181.025 0.677625 19

21 CONSTANȚA 321.077 0.648266 18

22 GIURGIU 70.805 0.64329 30

23 ZALĂU 70.086 0.602998 28

24 BISTRIȚA 92.063 0.596681 8

25  FOCȘANI 95.858 0.595341 29

26 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.417 0.575818 16

27  BRĂILA 217.493 0.481591 32

28 PLOIEȘTI 237.117 0.468931 14

29 PIATRA NEAMȚ 117.612 0.450801 21

30 TULCEA 91.598 0.446603 27

31 BUZĂU 138.785 0.383548 36

32 BRAȘOV 292.300 0.37102 13

33 PITEȘTI 178.456 0.284952 22

34 GALAȚI 307.785 0.229181 25

35  ROMAN 72.487 0.223014 20

36 BACĂU 195.088 0.197371 40

37  CRAIOVA 309.208 0.107969 10

38 BÂRLAD 74.603 -0.06794 43

39 ALEXANDRIA 53.419 -0.11865 33

40
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
112.373 -0.20184 38

41 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.045 -0.22016 37

42 ONEȘTI 54.034 -0.43228 44

43 TURDA 58.608 -0.43228 45

44 HUNEDOARA 76.164 -0.43228 41

45 MEDIAȘ 59.886 -0.43228 42

46 VASLUI 77.300 -0.43228 46
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Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index  (2013)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.400 3.322527 2

2  CRAIOVA 309.208 0.964737 10

3  TÂRGU MUREȘ 152.287 0.75445 4

4 SIBIU 169.751 0.737625 5

5 TIMIȘOARA 333.749 0.615309 6

6 PLOIEȘTI 237.117 0.569918 14

7 BRAȘOV 292.300 0.554699 13

8 ALBA IULIA 73.421 0.537843 1

9 IAȘI 341.503 0.454904 11

10 MEDIAȘ 59.886 0.366064 42

11 PIATRA NEAMȚ 117.612 0.238602 21

12 ORADEA 224.049 0.110145 24

13 PITEȘTI 178.456 0.106682 22

14 DEVA 71.504 0.086439 23

15 CONSTANȚA 321.077 0.055505 18

16 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.675 0.051718 3

17 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.045 0.018168 37

18 TULCEA 91.598 -0.03199 27

19  FOCȘANI 95.858 -0.09057 29

20
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
65.935 -0.10332 7

21 BISTRIȚA 92.063 -0.11402 8

22 BÂRLAD 74.603 -0.11805 43

23  ROMAN 72.487 -0.13431 20

24 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.417 -0.14789 16

25 BAIA MARE 149.619 -0.14918 26

26 HUNEDOARA 76.164 -0.15385 41

27 SUCEAVA 116.865 -0.18324 31

28 SATU MARE 124.839 -0.23888 17

29 VASLUI 77.300 -0.2523 46

Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index  (2013)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

30 SLATINA 85.924 -0.26859 34

31 TÂRGOVIȘTE 95.556 -0.27016 9

32 SLOBOZIA 53.802 -0.28378 35

33 TURDA 58.608 -0.28458 45

34  BRĂILA 217.493 -0.30649 32

35 ONEȘTI 54.034 -0.3218 44

36 REȘIȚA 91.304 -0.37426 39

37 BUZĂU 138.785 -0.39269 36

38 ALEXANDRIA 53.419 -0.39639 33

39 ARAD 181.025 -0.45145 19

40 GALAȚI 307.785 -0.54693 25

41 TÂRGU JIU 97.923 -0.56856 15

42 ZALĂU 70.086 -0.62228 28

43 BACĂU 195.088 -0.63173 40

44 GIURGIU 70.805 -0.63971 30

45
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
112.373 -0.64775 38

46 BOTOȘANI 124.565 -0.8206 12

The hierarchy of cities (2012)

Position in  
the cultural 

infrastructure 
intex (2012)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
intex

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.042 0.877056 1

2  TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.067 0.722645 5

3 SIBIU 169.634 0.476441 3

4 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.840 0.402732 4
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Position in  
the cultural 

infrastructure 
intex (2012)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
intex

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

5 BOTOȘANI 125.259 0.337611 11

6 TIMIȘOARA 334.507 0.332974 6

7 ORADEA 224.722 0.290915 24

8 PITEȘTI 179.210 0.278227 21

9 IAȘI 335.585 0.272311 7

10  FOCȘANI 96.498 0.240557 27

11 BACĂU 195.973 0.208964 42

12 BAIA MARE 150.575 0.197932 26

13 TULCEA 92.357 0.183139 32

14 BISTRIȚA 91.936 0.18005 10

15
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
66.338 0.13783 8

16 PLOIEȘTI 238.699 0.129666 16

17 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.642 0.119492 19

18 ARAD 182.017 0.11071 20

19 SUCEAVA 117.707 0.10246 25

20 GALAȚI 307.874 0.078423 29

21 SATU MARE 125.847 0.067633 13

22 ALBA IULIA 73.377 0.065174 2

23 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.163 0.063146 9

24 BRAȘOV 292.847 -0.06221 15

25 TURDA 59.152 -0.07118 33

26 CONSTANȚA 322.302 -0.08054 18

27  BRĂILA 219.702 -0.08388 30

28 DEVA 71.882 -0.10135 23

29 REȘIȚA 92.459 -0.11078 43

30  CRAIOVA 310.988 -0.16953 14

31 PIATRA NEAMȚ 118.331 -0.20589 12

32 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.525 -0.22484 34

33 GIURGIU 71.526 -0.23401 40

34 ZALĂU 70.310 -0.24791 28

Position in  
the cultural 

infrastructure 
intex (2012)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
intex

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

35 TÂRGU JIU 98.477 -0.2493 17

36 ONEȘTI 54.643 -0.25291 39

37 MEDIAȘ 60.323 -0.26994 45

38 BUZĂU 139.925 -0.26999 35

39 SLOBOZIA 54.117 -0.3418 38

40
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
113.724 -0.35009 22

41  ROMAN 73.218 -0.36683 36

42 VASLUI 74.517 -0.39929 46

43 SLATINA 86.930 -0.41456 37

44 BÂRLAD 75.074 -0.43398 44

45 ALEXANDRIA 54.075 -0.43587 31

46 HUNEDOARA 77.030 -0.48324 41

Position in 
the cultural 

participation 
index (2012)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 SIBIU 320.042 1.02502 1

2  CLUJ-NAPOCA 153.067 0.857021 5

3  TÂRGU MUREȘ 310.988 0.609176 14

4  CRAIOVA 179.210 0.555319 21

5 PITEȘTI 334.507 0.53314 6

6 TIMIȘOARA 125.259 0.521837 11

7 BOTOȘANI 292.847 0.51227 15

8 BRAȘOV 335.585 0.37689 7

9 IAȘI 322.302 0.327963 18

10 CONSTANȚA 224.722 0.314541 24

11 ORADEA 113.724 0.295796 22
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Position in 
the cultural 

participation 
index (2012)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

12
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
307.874 0.136285 29

13 GALAȚI 182.017 0.123519 20

14 ARAD 119.642 0.074906 19

15 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 42.840 0.015652 4

16 MIERCUREA CIUC 195.973 0.00686 42

17 BACĂU 73.377 -0.00058 2

18 ALBA IULIA 125.847 -0.04346 13

19 SATU MARE 150.575 -0.05896 26

20 BAIA MARE 219.702 -0.0651 30

21  BRĂILA 96.163 -0.09724 9

22 TÂRGOVIȘTE 91.936 -0.13087 10

23 BISTRIȚA 66.338 -0.14875 8

24
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
71.882 -0.16825 23

25 DEVA 238.699 -0.17573 16

26 PLOIEȘTI 98.477 -0.22603 17

27 TÂRGU JIU 75.074 -0.25216 44

28 BÂRLAD 92.357 -0.26344 32

29 TULCEA 59.152 -0.26551 33

30 TURDA 77.030 -0.28726 41

31 HUNEDOARA 117.707 -0.30138 25

32 SUCEAVA 92.459 -0.31054 43

33 REȘIȚA 71.526 -0.32059 40

34 GIURGIU 96.498 -0.33103 27

35  FOCȘANI 54.117 -0.35698 38

36 SLOBOZIA 118.331 -0.36082 12

37 PIATRA NEAMȚ 79.525 -0.36879 34

38 CĂLĂRAȘI 139.925 -0.3773 35

39 BUZĂU 54.643 -0.37862 39

40 ONEȘTI 74.517 -0.43011 46

41 VASLUI 60.323 -0.43577 45

Position in 
the cultural 

participation 
index (2012)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

42 MEDIAȘ 86.930 -0.4375 37

43 SLATINA 70.310 -0.44625 28

44 ZALĂU 73.218 -0.4536 36

45  ROMAN 54.075 -0.45982 31

46 ALEXANDRIA 53.419 -0.4822 33

Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2012)

                            
City

Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture 

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 ALBA IULIA 73.377 4.211794646 2

2 PIATRA NEAMȚ 118.331 1.672603564 12

3 BISTRIȚA 91.936 1.669356079 10

4
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
113.724 1.236489828 22

5 ALEXANDRIA 54.075 0.706597303 31

6  ROMAN 73.218 0.692342072 36

7 ONEȘTI 54.643 0.688209185 39

8  TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.067 0.684048209 5

9 SATU MARE 125.847 0.658278828 13

10 HUNEDOARA 77.030 0.581314791 41

11 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.163 0.535382879 9

12 TIMIȘOARA 334.507 0.465640203 6

13 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.840 0.459886749 4

14
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
66.338 0.374681912 8

15 ZALĂU 70.310 0.360355616 28

16 SIBIU 169.634 0.263828363 3

17 CRAIOVA 310.988 0.158864653 14
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Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2012)

                            
City

Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture 

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

18 IAȘI 335.585 0.106228835 7

19 BUZĂU 139.925 0.074395713 35

20 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.642 -0.017753604 19

21 GALAȚI 307.874 -0.080774738 29

22 ARAD 182.017 -0.110771848 20

23 BOTOȘANI 125.259 -0.20667685 11

24 CONSTANȚA 322.302 -0.228437195 18

25  BRĂILA 219.702 -0.348882363 30

26 TURDA 59.152 -0.453814266 33

27 BAIA MARE 150.575 -0.560529691 26

28 MEDIAȘ 60.323 -0.609953396 45

29 BRAȘOV 292.847 -0.613692662 15

30 GIURGIU 71.526 -0.642779818 40

31  FOCȘANI 96.498 -0.677920027 27

32 SUCEAVA 117.707 -0.723490803 25

33 VASLUI 74.517 -0.756840565 46

34 TÂRGU JIU 98.477 -0.778844511 17

35 TULCEA 92.357 -0.811871926 32

36 BÂRLAD 75.074 -0.822054676 44

37 BACĂU 195.973 -0.833070169 42

38 PITEȘTI 179.210 -0.838300483 21

39 DEVA 71.882 -0.861288021 23

40 SLOBOZIA 54.117 -0.879764597 38

41 SLATINA 86.930 -0.923136495 37

42 REȘIȚA 92.459 -0.932270922 43

43 ORADEA 224.722 -0.93926721 24

44  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.042 -0.948112592 1

- CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 - 34

- PLOIEȘTI 235.698 - 16

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2012)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.840 3.791672866 4

2 TÂRGU JIU 98.477 2.771916345 17

3 SF.  GHEORGHE 66.338 1.997051742 8

4  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.042 1.908325864 1

5 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.163 1.631492155 9

6 ALBA IULIA 73.377 1.472504958 2

7 SIBIU 169.634 1.420747233 3

8 DEVA 71.882 1.384278042 23

9  TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.067 1.330521359 5

10 SLATINA 86.930 1.179896376 37

11 BOTOȘANI 125.259 1.078516842 11

12 SUCEAVA 117.707 0.990919364 25

13 IAȘI 335.585 0.962760523 7

14 SATU MARE 125.847 0.85896138 13

15 TIMIȘOARA 334.507 0.761103551 6

16 BAIA MARE 150.575 0.734977664 26

17 REȘIȚA 92.459 0.709944644 43

18 ARAD 182.017 0.6888462 20

19 SLOBOZIA 54.117 0.67324858 38

20 GIURGIU 71.526 0.666877341 40

21 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.642 0.63891498 19

22 ORADEA 224.722 0.633411852 24

23 ZALĂU 70.310 0.624975751 28

24 CONSTANȚA 322.302 0.624362651 18

25  FOCȘANI 96.498 0.554839309 27

26 BISTRIȚA 91.936 0.476304087 10

27  BRĂILA 219.702 0.446521529 30

28 PLOIEȘTI 238.699 0.444874377 16

29 TULCEA 92.357 0.398107222 32
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Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2012)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

30  ROMAN 73.218 0.385647508 36

31 BRAȘOV 292.847 0.378830296 15

32 BUZĂU 139.925 0.375428036 35

33 PIATRA NEAMȚ 118.331 0.369383955 12

34 PITEȘTI 179.210 0.283748998 21

35 GALAȚI 307.874 0.216151967 29

36 BACĂU 195.973 0.189597565 42

37  CRAIOVA 310.988 0.100940054 14

38 BÂRLAD 75.074 -0.060787004 44

39 ALEXANDRIA 54.075 -0.117265165 31

40 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.525 -0.174361293 34

41
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
113.724 -0.199033315 22

42 ONEȘTI 54.643 -0.429111121 39

43 TURDA 59.152 -0.429111121 33

44 HUNEDOARA 77.030 -0.429111121 41

45 MEDIAȘ 60.323 -0.429111121 45

46 VASLUI 74.517 -0.429111121 46

Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2012)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  CLUJ-NAPOCA 320.042 3.501392 1

2 SIBIU 169.634 0.958534 3

3 BRAȘOV 292.847 0.872525 15

4 TIMIȘOARA 334.507 0.825431 6

5  CRAIOVA 310.988 0.767782 14

6 PLOIEȘTI 238.699 0.669717 16

Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2012)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

7  TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.067 0.539278 5

8 IAȘI 335.585 0.497712 7

9 TURDA 59.152 0.453396 33

10 PIATRA NEAMȚ 118.331 0.293315 12

11 PITEȘTI 179.210 0.288024 21

12 CONSTANȚA 322.302 0.238707 18

13 BOTOȘANI 125.259 0.163326 11

14 ALBA IULIA 73.377 0.157894 2

15 DEVA 71.882 0.110355 23

16 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.840 0.09361 4

17 BÂRLAD 75.074 0.082335 44

18 SLOBOZIA 54.117 0.060309 38

19 ORADEA 224.722 0.031742 24

20 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.163 -0.00102 9

21 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.525 -0.02029 34

22 TULCEA 92.357 -0.04446 32

23  FOCȘANI 96.498 -0.05617 27

24 SATU MARE 125.847 -0.06632 13

25 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.642 -0.0962 19

26 SF. GHEORGHE 66.338 -0.14921 8

27 SUCEAVA 117.707 -0.17287 25

28 ALEXANDRIA 54.075 -0.19086 31

29 ARAD 182.017 -0.1964 20

30 SLATINA 86.930 -0.23891 37

31 BISTRIȚA 91.936 -0.27663 10

32 VASLUI 74.517 -0.40968 46

33  BRĂILA 219.702 -0.42442 30

34 BAIA MARE 150.575 -0.46438 26

35 MEDIAȘ 60.323 -0.46977 45

36 TÂRGU JIU 98.477 -0.48094 17
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Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2012)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

37 HUNEDOARA 77.030 -0.58536 41

38 ZALĂU 70.310 -0.58586 28

39 BUZĂU 139.925 -0.60457 35

40 REȘIȚA 92.459 -0.60958 43

41
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
113.724 -0.61832 22

42 GIURGIU 71.526 -0.62256 40

43 BACĂU 195.973 -0.63284 42

44 GALAȚI 307.874 -0.68225 29

45 ONEȘTI 54.643 -0.83838 39

46  ROMAN 73.218 -1.06711 36

The hierarchy of cities (2011)

Position in 
the cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2011)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  CLUJ-NAPOCA 319.582 0.917133 1

2  TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.708 0.689134 5

3 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.963 0.5262 4

4 SIBIU 169.496 0.41524 3

5 BOTOȘANI 125.616 0.392514 9

6 TIMIȘOARA 334.764 0.322815 6

7 PITEȘTI 179.940 0.313225 18

8  FOCȘANI 96.852 0.277709 30

9 ORADEA 225.303 0.273288 20

10 IAȘI 334.652 0.270163 11

11 BAIA MARE 150.983 0.251937 24

Position in 
the cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2011)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

12
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
66.703 0.200598 7

13 ARAD 182.813 0.194524 19

14 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.737 0.15597 23

15 REȘIȚA 93.273 0.131803 31

16 GALAȚI 308.882 0.130785 38

17 ALBA IULIA 73.175 0.115998 2

18 BACĂU 196.871 0.112171 35

19 SATU MARE 126.784 0.069535 12

20 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.607 0.036322 8

21 TULCEA 92.764 0.019308 32

22 PLOIEȘTI 240.292 0.003214 16

23 SUCEAVA 117.949 -0.01527 22

24 DEVA 72.174 -0.03422 26

25 TURDA 59.507 -0.03721 36

26  BRĂILA 221.636 -0.08151 28

27 CONSTANȚA 323.748 -0.08513 17

28 BÂRLAD 75.451 -0.08994 43

29 BRAȘOV 293.534 -0.10901 15

30  CRAIOVA 311.909 -0.12383 13

31 PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.154 -0.16585 10

32 ZALĂU 70.451 -0.17439 27

33 TÂRGU JIU 98.576 -0.1866 14

34 GIURGIU 71.996 -0.23534 29

35  ROMAN 73.965 -0.24916 34

36 BUZĂU 140.875 -0.25573 33

37 MEDIAȘ 60.659 -0.26238 39

38 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.825 -0.33698 44

39 SLATINA 87.361 -0.36724 37

40 VASLUI 73.989 -0.3793 46

41 BISTRIȚA 91.586 -0.39297 25
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Position in 
the cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2011)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

42 ALEXANDRIA 54.571 -0.41643 40

43 ONEȘTI 55.146 -0.42007 42

44 HUNEDOARA 77.713 -0.4374 45

45
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.372 -0.47568 21

46 SLOBOZIA 54.401 -0.48798 41

Position in 
the cultural 

participation 
index (2011)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 SIBIU 169.496 1.701546 3

2  CLUJ-NAPOCA 319.582 0.911583 1

3 BOTOȘANI 125.616 0.85019 9

4  TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.708 0.533742 5

5 BRAȘOV 293.534 0.533671 15

6 CONSTANȚA 323.748 0.47126 17

7 PITEȘTI 179.940 0.422077 18

8 SUCEAVA 117.949 0.403702 22

9  CRAIOVA 311.909 0.340816 13

10 TIMIȘOARA 334.764 0.337182 6

11 ARAD 182.813 0.303049 19

12 GALAȚI 308.882 0.267397 38

13 IAȘI 334.652 0.219528 11

14 ORADEA 225.303 0.211938 20

15 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.737 0.11063 23

16 BACĂU 196.871 0.109966 35

17 BAIA MARE 150.983 0.101381 24

Position in 
the cultural 

participation 
index (2011)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

18 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.607 -0.02384 8

19  BRĂILA 221.636 -0.02891 28

20 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.963 -0.04844 4

21 SATU MARE 126.784 -0.05248 12

22 ALBA IULIA 73.175 -0.06719 2

23 REȘIȚA 93.273 -0.07953 31

24 PLOIEȘTI 240.292 -0.12366 16

25
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
66.703 -0.12872 7

26 BÂRLAD 75.451 -0.16818 43

27 DEVA 72.174 -0.16999 26

28 ZALĂU 70.451 -0.2357 27

29 TURDA 59.507 -0.25549 36

30 TÂRGU JIU 98.576 -0.25754 14

31 TULCEA 92.764 -0.28555 32

32 BUZĂU 140.875 -0.30585 33

33 SLOBOZIA 54.401 -0.3511 41

34 HUNEDOARA 77.713 -0.35246 45

35 PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.154 -0.35675 10

36
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.372 -0.35683 21

37  FOCȘANI 96.852 -0.36603 30

38 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.825 -0.39587 44

39 GIURGIU 71.996 -0.39698 29

40 VASLUI 73.989 -0.41663 46

41 ALEXANDRIA 54.571 -0.42457 40

42 SLATINA 87.361 -0.42937 37

43 MEDIAȘ 60.659 -0.43002 39

44 BISTRIȚA 91.586 -0.43551 25

45 ONEȘTI 55.146 -0.43921 42

46  ROMAN 73.965 -0.44728 34
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Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2011)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture 

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 ALBA IULIA 73.175 4.074585508 2

2
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.372 2.210049059 21

3 PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.154 1.990177889 10

4 TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.708 1.090728821 5

5 BISTRIȚA 91.586 0.93788716 25

6 TIMIȘOARA 334.764 0.862800666 6

7 ONEȘTI 55.146 0.713942482 42

8  ROMAN 73.965 0.659161357 34

9 SATU MARE 126.784 0.573746172 12

10 ALEXANDRIA 54.571 0.432162736 40

11 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.963 0.337769386 4

12  CRAIOVA 311.909 0.290239231 13

13 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.607 0.254728227 8

14
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
66.703 0.24584659 7

15 SIBIU 169.496 0.183855552 3

16 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.737 0.094497995 23

17 BOTOȘANI 125.616 0.00472834 9

18 ZALĂU 70.451 -0.060554075 27

19 IAȘI 334.652 -0.104906189 11

20 BUZĂU 140.875 -0.125843868 33

21 ARAD 182.813 -0.148443491 19

22  BRĂILA 221.636 -0.157588086 28

23 TURDA 59.507 -0.184105162 36

24 CONSTANȚA 323.748 -0.273963641 17

25 HUNEDOARA 77.713 -0.324299763 45

26 MEDIAȘ 60.659 -0.531209812 39

27 GIURGIU 71.996 -0.560912095 29

28 BRAȘOV 293.534 -0.56208778 15

Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 
culture index 

(2011)

City Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture 

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

29 BAIA MARE 150.983 -0.563809148 24

30 BACĂU 196.871 -0.612207756 35

31  FOCȘANI 96.852 -0.653195737 30

32 TULCEA 92.764 -0.685363838 32

33 TÂRGU JIU 98.576 -0.696720409 14

34 PITEȘTI 179.940 -0.702698368 18

35 VASLUI 73.989 -0.705711516 46

36 BÂRLAD 75.451 -0.72354871 43

37 SLOBOZIA 54.401 -0.774479745 41

38  CLUJ-NAPOCA 319.582 -0.809513334 1

39 SLATINA 87.361 -0.815748839 37

40 SUCEAVA 117.949 -0.824685688 22

41 DEVA 72.174 -0.826054221 26

42 REȘIȚA 93.273 -0.829145351 31

43 ORADEA 225.303 -0.837331391 20

44 GALAȚI 308.882 -0.862779153 38

- CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 - 44

- PLOIEȘTI 235.698 - 16

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index(2011)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.963 3.565412272 4

2 TÂRGU JIU 98.576 2.743698812 14

3 SF. GHEORGHE 66.703 1.969368658 7

4  CLUJ-NAPOCA 319.582 1.651488586 1

5 ALBA IULIA 73.175 1.616089745 2
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Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index(2011)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

6 SIBIU 169.496 1.426603681 3

7 DEVA 72.174 1.337396115 26

8  TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.708 1.308368378 5

9 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.607 1.161180887 8

10 SUCEAVA 117.949 1.15575205 22

11 SLATINA 87.361 1.148457654 37

12 GIURGIU 71.996 1.004640775 29

13 IAȘI 334.652 0.990880184 11

14 BOTOȘANI 125.616 0.951778464 9

15 TIMIȘOARA 334.764 0.848740088 6

16 SATU MARE 126.784 0.836326783 12

17 ORADEA 225.303 0.798930343 20

18 BAIA MARE 150.983 0.74029427 24

19 SLOBOZIA 54.401 0.706366151 41

20 ARAD 182.813 0.665913394 19

21 CONSTANȚA 323.748 0.652416461 17

22 REȘIȚA 93.273 0.645781412 31

23 ZALĂU 70.451 0.642547047 27

24  FOCȘANI 96.852 0.565878478 30

25 BISTRIȚA 91.586 0.529538521 25

26  ROMAN 73.965 0.458457928 34

27 PLOIEȘTI 240.292 0.450815048 16

28  BRĂILA 221.636 0.409387605 28

29 TULCEA 92.764 0.403942819 32

30 BRAȘOV 293.534 0.3795991 15

31 BUZĂU 140.875 0.346389381 33

32 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.737 0.334247134 23

33 PITEȘTI 179.940 0.285462049 18

34 PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.154 0.273309289 10

35  CRAIOVA 311.909 0.266460324 13

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index(2011)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

36 BACĂU 196.871 0.176606912 35

37 GALAȚI 308.882 0.083746894 38

38 BÂRLAD 75.451 -0.067356887 43

39 ALEXANDRIA 54.571 -0.081265924 40

40
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.372 -0.203537756 21

41 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.825 -0.22051177 44

42 ONEȘTI 55.146 -0.433202011 42

43 TURDA 59.507 -0.433202011 36

44 HUNEDOARA 77.713 -0.433202011 45

45 MEDIAȘ 60.659 -0.433202011 39

46 VASLUI 73.989 -0.433202011 46

Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2011)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  CLUJ-NAPOCA 319.582 3.33073 1

2 SIBIU 169.496 0.962235 3

3 BRAȘOV 293.534 0.907594 15

4 TÂRGOVIȘTE 96.607 0.849791 8

5 TIMIȘOARA 334.764 0.812963 6

6 PLOIEȘTI 240.292 0.756693 16

7 MEDIAȘ 60.659 0.711308 39

8 IAȘI 334.652 0.522961 11

9  TÂRGU MUREȘ 153.708 0.486712 5

10  CRAIOVA 311.909 0.448961 13

11 PITEȘTI 179.940 0.393325 18
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Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2011)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

12 SATU MARE 126.784 0.276828 12

13 ALBA IULIA 73.175 0.220524 2

14 PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.154 0.175499 10

15 ORADEA 225.303 0.136341 20

16 TURDA 59.507 0.114361 36

17 BOTOȘANI 125.616 0.056161 9

18 MIERCUREA CIUC 42.963 0.042724 4

19
SFÂNTU 

GHEORGHE
66.703 0.034849 7

20 CONSTANȚA 323.748 0.004299 17

21 TULCEA 92.764 -0.00632 32

22 DEVA 72.174 -0.11744 26

23 BAIA MARE 150.983 -0.18879 24

24 SUCEAVA 117.949 -0.19293 22

25 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.737 -0.20708 23

26 GIURGIU 71.996 -0.21475 29

27  FOCȘANI 96.852 -0.28137 30

28 BUZĂU 140.875 -0.2835 33

29 BÂRLAD 75.451 -0.3339 43

30 REȘIȚA 93.273 -0.35106 31

31 ARAD 182.813 -0.36594 19

32 ZALĂU 70.451 -0.38048 27

33 SLATINA 87.361 -0.40099 37

34 BISTRIȚA 91.586 -0.41407 25

35 TÂRGU JIU 98.576 -0.43899 14

36  BRĂILA 221.636 -0.44246 28

37 SLOBOZIA 54.401 -0.44775 41

38 BACĂU 196.871 -0.45587 35

39 ALEXANDRIA 54.571 -0.47199 40

40 GALAȚI 308.882 -0.48912 38

Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2011)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

41
DROBETA-TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.372 -0.6038 21

42 CĂLĂRAȘI 79.825 -0.64907 44

43 VASLUI 73.989 -0.70276 46

44 ONEȘTI 55.146 -0.78818 42

45 HUNEDOARA 77.713 -0.94353 45

46  ROMAN 73.965 -1.07272 34

The hierarchy of cities (2010)

Position in 
the cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2010)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 CLUJ-NAPOCA 318.442 0.99439 2

2 TÂRGU MUREȘ 154.566 0.56921 5

3 TIMIȘOARA 334.683 0.48626 6

4 SIBIU 168.930 0.47363 4

5 BOTOȘANI 126.267 0.40311 10

6 PITEȘTI 180.608 0.37313 16

7 IAȘI 334.124 0.31255 7

8 SATU MARE 127.654 0.27752 17

9 MIERCUREA CIUC 43.089 0.24582 3

10 BAIA MARE 152.000 0.23068 26

11 DEVA 72.446 0.20581 23

12 ALBA IULIA 72.792 0.1876 1

13 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.712 0.18352 20

14 ARAD 183.351 0.15031 21
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Position in 
the cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2010)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

15 BACĂU 198.053 0.12513 30

16 SF. GHEORGHE 66.929 0.09095 9

17 REȘIȚA 93.959 0.07801 29

18 GALAȚI 310.344 0.07686 27

19 TÂRGOVIȘTE 97.151 0.05262 8

20 BÂRLAD 76.024 0.03739 37

21 ORADEA 225.648 0.01802 24

22 TURDA 59.894 0.01067 28

23 SUCEAVA 118.089 -0.01018 22

24 TULCEA 93.535 -0.0161 32

25 PLOIEȘTI 241.982 -0.03258 14

26 BRAȘOV 294.409 -0.03897 13

27 CONSTANȚA 324.849 -0.07718 15

28 BUZĂU 141.922 -0.09168 25

29 PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.910 -0.09664 19

30 FOCȘANI 97.156 -0.09782 35

31 CRAIOVA 312.337 -0.10648 11

32
DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.976 -0.19868 18

33 TÂRGU JIU 98.153 -0.21397 12

34 BRĂILA 223.493 -0.21795 36

35 GIURGIU 72.490 -0.22651 43

36 ALEXANDRIA 55.024 -0.30148 40

37 BISTRIȚA 91.089 -0.31115 31

38 VASLUI 74.184 -0.32524 45

39 MEDIAȘ 61.054 -0.32934 38

40 HUNEDOARA 78.432 -0.33923 44

41 ROMAN 74.865 -0.36469 39

42 ONEȘTI 55.706 -0.38862 46

43 SLATINA 87.809 -0.39309 33

44 SLOBOZIA 54.655 -0.44163 42

Position in 
the cultural 

infrastructure 
index (2010)

City Population
Cultural 

infrastructure 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

45 ZALĂU 70.522 -0.45038 34

46 CĂLĂRAȘI 80.275 -0.51361 41

Position in 
the cultural 

participation 
index (2010)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1 SIBIU 168.930 1.644471 4

2 CLUJ-NAPOCA 318.442 0.886137 2

3 BOTOȘANI 126.267 0.602819 10

4 TÂRGU MUREȘ 154.566 0.600725 5

5 BRAȘOV 294.409 0.559927 13

6 CONSTANȚA 324.849 0.500624 15

7 SUCEAVA 118.089 0.437553 22

8 GALAȚI 310.344 0.383221 27

9 TIMIȘOARA 334.683 0.36915 6

10 PITEȘTI 180.608 0.360262 16

11 ARAD 183.351 0.293943 21

12 REȘIȚA 93.959 0.275519 29

13 IAȘI 334.124 0.265169 7

14 MIERCUREA CIUC 43.089 0.198953 3

15 ORADEA 225.648 0.173648 24

16 BACĂU 198.053 0.145927 30

17 RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.712 0.143189 20

18 CRAIOVA 312.337 0.114181 11

19 TÂRGOVIȘTE 97.151 0.06367 8

20 PLOIEȘTI 241.982 -0.01119 14

21 SATU MARE 127.654 -0.02349 17
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Position in 
the cultural 

participation 
index (2010)

City Population
Cultural 

participation 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

22 BAIA MARE 152.000 -0.03567 26

23 ALBA IULIA 72.792 -0.10224 1

24 TULCEA 93.535 -0.14865 32

25 PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.910 -0.17739 19

26 BÂRLAD 76.024 -0.19368 37

27 SF. GHEORGHE 66.929 -0.20191 9

28 TURDA 59.894 -0.25271 28

29
DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.976 -0.31014 18

30 BRĂILA 223.493 -0.31481 36

31 HUNEDOARA 78.432 -0.31672 44

32 TÂRGU JIU 98.153 -0.32457 12

33 BUZĂU 141.922 -0.34149 25

34 ALEXANDRIA 55.024 -0.34594 40

35 DEVA 72.446 -0.35405 23

36 FOCȘANI 97.156 -0.35669 35

37 CĂLĂRAȘI 80.275 -0.36227 41

38 SLOBOZIA 54.655 -0.37151 42

39 GIURGIU 72.490 -0.41195 43

40 BISTRIȚA 91.089 -0.43264 31

41 ROMAN 74.865 -0.4352 39

42 MEDIAȘ 61.054 -0.43603 38

43 SLATINA 87.809 -0.43893 33

44 ONEȘTI 55.706 -0.44407 46

45 VASLUI 74.184 -0.44805 45

46 ZALĂU 70.522 -0.45517 34

Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated 

for culture       
index (2010)

                            
City

Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture       

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  ALBA IULIA 72.792 4.764239 1

2
 DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.976 2.201329 18

3  ROMAN 74.865 0.985075 39

4  CRAIOVA 312.337 0.850496 11

5  TIMIȘOARA 334.683 0.837924 6

6  TÂRGU MUREȘ 154.566 0.680742 5

7  TÂRGOVIȘTE 97.151 0.62107 8

8  MIERCUREA CIUC 43.089 0.58111 3

9  PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.910 0.542209 19

10  BUZĂU 141.922 0.529379 25

11  IAȘI 334.124 0.308398 7

12  SIBIU 168.930 0.223076 4

13  GALAȚI 310.344 0.221311 27

14  BOTOȘANI 126.267 0.147924 10

15  BISTRIȚA 91.089 0.115283 31

16  SF. GHEORGHE 66.929 0.102355 9

17  RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.712 0.005657 20

18  ALEXANDRIA 55.024 -0.04871 40

19  SATU MARE 127.654 -0.05047 17

20  ZALĂU 70.522 -0.08728 34

21  HUNEDOARA 78.432 -0.09516 44

22  CONSTANȚA 324.849 -0.17189 15

23  ARAD 183.351 -0.20971 21

24  BRĂILA 223.493 -0.2226 36

25  TURDA 59.894 -0.27009 28

26  BRAȘOV 294.409 -0.42171 13

27  MEDIAȘ 61.054 -0.50555 38

28  GIURGIU 72.490 -0.53706 43

29  BAIA MARE 152.000 -0.53863 26
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Position in the 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated 

for culture       
index (2010)

                            
City

Population

Index of 
expenditure 

budget 
allocated for 

culture       

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

30  VASLUI 74.184 -0.58691 45

31  BACĂU 198.053 -0.60493 30

32  BÂRLAD 76.024 -0.60717 37

33  PITEȘTI 180.608 -0.62711 16

34  FOCȘANI 97.156 -0.63607 35

35  TÂRGU JIU 98.153 -0.63825 12

36  ONEȘTI 55.706 -0.6567 46

37  TULCEA 93.535 -0.73735 32

38  CLUJ-NAPOCA 318.442 -0.75883 2

39  SLOBOZIA 54.655 -0.76751 42

40  REȘIȚA 93.959 -0.77637 29

41  DEVA 72.446 -0.77887 23

42  SUCEAVA 118.089 -0.78845 22

43  SLATINA 87.809 -0.79141 33

44  ORADEA 225.648 -0.80277 24

- CĂLĂRAȘI 78.553 - 41

- PLOIEȘTI 235.698 - 14

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2010)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  MIERCUREA CIUC 43.089 3.525788 3

2  TÂRGU JIU 98.153 2.835662 12

3  SF. GHEORGHE 66.929 1.922165 9

4  TÂRGOVIȘTE 97.151 1.78689 8

5  CLUJ-NAPOCA 318.442 1.726681 2

6  ALBA IULIA 72.792 1.599108 1

Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2010)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

7  SIBIU 168.930 1.47352 4

8  DEVA 72.446 1.311377 23

9  TÂRGU MUREȘ 154.566 1.242469 5

10  SLATINA 87.809 1.123288 33

11  SUCEAVA 118.089 1.085494 22

12  IAȘI 334.124 1.01213 7

13  TIMIȘOARA 334.683 0.929819 6

14  BOTOȘANI 126.267 0.855988 10

15  ORADEA 225.648 0.840166 24

16  BAIA MARE 152.000 0.751197 26

17  SLOBOZIA 54.655 0.733781 42

18  REȘIȚA 93.959 0.699373 29

19  SATU MARE 127.654 0.698345 17

20  ARAD 183.351 0.677146 21

21  CONSTANȚA 324.849 0.632372 15

22  ZALĂU 70.522 0.615476 34

23  FOCȘANI 97.156 0.592463 35

24  BISTRIȚA 91.089 0.497459 31

25  GIURGIU 72.490 0.476353 43

26  TULCEA 93.535 0.396401 32

27  PLOIEȘTI 241.982 0.387041 14

28  BRAȘOV 294.409 0.370397 13

29  BRĂILA 223.493 0.367101 36

30  BUZĂU 141.922 0.35643 25

31  PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.910 0.303616 19

32  PITEȘTI 180.608 0.296191 16

33  RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.712 0.276296 20

34  GALAȚI 310.344 0.160326 27

35  BACĂU 198.053 0.155593 30

36  CRAIOVA 312.337 0.08811 11
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Position in the 
specialized 

human 
resources 

index (2010)

City Population
Specialized 

human 
resources index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

37  ROMAN 74.865 -0.02104 39

38  ALEXANDRIA 55.024 -0.08106 40

39
 DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.976 -0.20292 18

40  CĂLĂRAȘI 80.275 -0.20669 41

41  BÂRLAD 76.024 -0.26855 37

42  ONEȘTI 55.706 -0.42841 46

43  TURDA 59.894 -0.42841 28

44  HUNEDOARA 78.432 -0.42841 44

45  MEDIAȘ 61.054 -0.42841 38

46  VASLUI 74.184 -0.42841 45

Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2010)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

* Bucharest was not included in the analysis

1  CLUJ-NAPOCA 318.442 3.256024819 2

2  TIMIȘOARA 334.683 0.978796317 6

3  PLOIEȘTI 241.982 0.905144988 14

4  BRAȘOV 294.409 0.805756865 13

5  MEDIAȘ 61.054 0.763493812 38

6  IAȘI 334.124 0.71529488 7

7  TURDA 59.894 0.705702501 28

8  SIBIU 168.930 0.670321154 4

9  TÂRGU MUREȘ 154.566 0.594936434 5

10  PITEȘTI 180.608 0.499153634 16

11  CRAIOVA 312.337 0.481865465 11

12  MIERCUREA CIUC 43.089 0.352466216 3

Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2010)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

13  PIATRA NEAMȚ 119.910 0.216017759 19

14  ALBA IULIA 72.792 0.215220807 1

15  DEVA 72.446 0.115266976 23

16  CONSTANȚA 324.849 0.115078137 15

17  BÂRLAD 76.024 0.111196435 37

18  SF. GHEORGHE 66.929 0.102473684 9

19  ORADEA 225.648 0.020193715 24

20  SATU MARE 127.654 -0.018533034 17

21  RÂMNICU VÂLCEA 119.712 -0.02124744 20

22  TÂRGOVIȘTE 97.151 -0.146080163 8

23  CĂLĂRAȘI 80.275 -0.159285228 41

24  SUCEAVA 118.089 -0.169825576 22

25  TULCEA 93.535 -0.206967728 32

26  SLATINA 87.809 -0.251505098 33

27  BUZĂU 141.922 -0.282924234 25

28  BAIA MARE 152.000 -0.294921554 26

29  TÂRGU JIU 98.153 -0.328054857 12

30  FOCȘANI 97.156 -0.335320821 35

31  ARAD 183.351 -0.340032665 21

32  BOTOȘANI 126.267 -0.350383823 10

33  SLOBOZIA 54.655 -0.408442599 42

34  ZALĂU 70.522 -0.40892209 34

35  ALEXANDRIA 55.024 -0.431007685 40

36  BACĂU 198.053 -0.440936068 30

37  BRĂILA 223.493 -0.445478305 36

38  BISTRIȚA 91.089 -0.528724794 31

39  VASLUI 74.184 -0.608897908 45

40  GIURGIU 72.490 -0.618319568 43

41  REȘIȚA 93.959 -0.643485203 29

42  ONEȘTI 55.706 -0.684737929 46
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Position in 
the creative 
industries 

index (2010)

City Population
Creative 

industries 
index

Position 
after 

the final 
cultural 
vitality 
index

43
 DR. TURNU 

SEVERIN
114.976 -0.693873753 18

44  GALAȚI 310.344 -0.759695102 27

45  HUNEDOARA 78.432 -0.934682854 44

46  ROMAN 74.865 -1.112118516 39


